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SUMMARY 
To understand more about anion movement through apatites, the 
diffusion rates and activation energies of chlorine in the Durango, 
Mexico Fluorapatite were experimentally determined. 
The samples were exposed to a NaCl vapor at temperatures from 
900°C to 1300°C and were allowed to cool to room temperature. Electron 
microprobe scans were made of the chlorine penetration in the direc-
tions perpendicular and parallel to the c-axis. A model mathematical 
function was fitted to the electron probe chlorine intensities by a 
least square method, and the fitted mathematical model parameter was 
used to calculate the diffusion coefficients. 
The technique of fitting a model mathematical function to the 
electron probe data appeared to work reasonably well. The calculated 
diffusion coefficients for chlorine diffusion parallel and perpendicu-
lar to the c-axis ranged from 10 to 10 cm. /sec. and from 10 
-11 2 / 
to 10 cm. /sec. respectively. The calculated chlorine activation 
energies for diffusion parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis were 
2.1 ± .6 e.v. and 1.7 ± .8 e.v. respectively. The calculated diffusion 
constants for chlorine diffusion parallel and perpendicular to the c-
axis were 3.22°10 cm. /sec. and 2.07-10 cm. /sec. respectively. 
The suggested mechanism for the diffusion of chlorine is a va-
cancy-atom mechanism. Probably there were some short circuit diffusion 
paths present perpendicular to the c-axis, as the diffusion constant 
was relatively small for diffusion in that direction. The lack of a 
X 
significant difference between the two activation energies suggest that 
the chlorine movement down the calcium triangle columns parallel to the 




Bone and teeth are composed of inorganic and organic phases. The 
inorganic phase is considered to be the hydroxyapatite mineral, Ca,~ 
(PO.) (OH)^. The role of apatite in bone and tooth growth, as well as 
tooth decay, is still largely unknown. The exchangeability of the anions, 
(OH) , F , and CI , and their relation to the apatite structure may be 
very important. Fossil bone and teeth have been found to have much of 
the (OH)" ions replaced by the F~ ion, and this replacement is thought 
to enable the fossils to survive time's ravages. Apatites with the (OH) 
ion replaced by the CI ion are found to occur naturally. The (OH) , F , 
and CI ions are commonly found in the human body chemistry, but the re-
placement of (OH) by CI or F is believed to be uncommon in human bone 
or tooth apatite. 
A better understanding of the replacement process would enable an 
estimate to be made of the influence of anions in bone and tooth mineral 
structure and chemistry, as well as other biological implications. Any 
anion replacement will probably be a diffusion controlled process, and 
it is desirable that activation energies for different possible anion-
apatite combinations be found. 
A step in the achievement of anion-apatite activation energy data 
is the determination of the activation energy of the chlorine ion into 
a naturally occurring fluorapatite, the Durango, Mexico Fluorapatite. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Chlorine Ion 
The chlorine ion is a negatively and singularly charged atom with 
an ionic radius of 1.81 angstroms, and it is larger than the fluorine 
ion with an ionic radius of 1.36 angstroms and the hydroxyl ion which 
has an effective ionic radius of 1.53 angstroms according to Evans (l). 
The fluorine and hydroxyl ions, like chlorine ions, have a single nega-
tive charge. Chlorine and fluorine ions may be thought of as essentially 
spheres where as a pear shape might better describe a hydroxyl ion. The 
hydroxyl ion has a dipole character, but the chlorine and fluorine ions 
do not have this characteristic property. 
Structure of Apatites 
Basic Apatite Structure 
Posner, Perloff, and Diorio (2) reported that hydroxyapatite had 
a space group of P6,Vm and axis lengths of a = b = 9.432 and c ~ 6.881 
angstroms. Kay, Young, and Posner (3) using neutron diffraction data and 
more precise x-ray data, resolved the structure to that as shown in Fig-
ure 1. The location of the hydrogen was established from the neutron 
diffraction data. In Figure 2 from Kay, et al., it can be seen how the 
hydroxyl ions are not centered in the tri-calcium plane. Fluorine was an 
impurity in the sample used and its location is centered in the calcium 
plane. Normally the hydrogen ion of the hydroxyl will point up or down, 
Figure 1. Hydroxyapatite Structure. 
The structure is projected onto the x,y plane, and the numbers 
written in the symbols are the z parameters. The dashed and 
dotted lines outline the calcium triangles at z = l/4 and 
z = 3/4, respectively. Two of the O's in each PO4 tetrahedra 
are superimposed and partially overlap the P in this projection. 
In some of the tetrahedra the two remaining P-0 bonds are indi-











Figure 2. Perspective View of the Calcium Triangle 
Arrangements. (Calcium triangle locations are 
given in terms of the z parameter.) 
but if an impurity is present the order is interrupted.. If a fluorine 
ion is present, the hydrogen will point towards the fluorine ion, thus 
disturbing the ordering of the hydroxyl ionsc Kay, et al. found that 
the hydroxyl ion's thermal vibrations were much larger in a direction 
parallel to the c-axis (up and down the calcium triangle columns) than 
perpendicular to the c-axis. Some rocking of the hydrogen was found to 
exist* The freedom of the hydroxyl ion to move about suggests a rela-
tively open nature of the structure in the column,, 
Young and Elliott (4) report that the fluorine is centered in 
the calcium triangle plane and other than a small amount of shifting of 
the atoms to accommodate the fluorine, fluorapatite is little different 
from hydroxyapatiteo Young and Elliott (4) report in Table 1 that the 
fluorapatite a-axis length is somewhat less than the hydroxyapatite and 
c-axis is very slightly less than hydroxyapatite. It is thought that the 
fluorine has a strong attraction for the three calciums around it, which 
causes the calcium triangle to become more compact. The end result is 
that the a-axis is shorter with respect to the hydroxyapatite. 
Table 1. Apatite Lattice Parameters 
Unit Cell 
Apatite a(A) Est. Error c(A) Est. Error Volume (A) 
Fluorapatite 9.364 (0.005) 6.879 (0.005) 521.3 
Hydroxyapatite 9.422 (0.003) 6.883 (0.003) 529.2 
Chlorapatite 9.634*(0.005) 6.783 (0.005) 545.2 
Actually b and a/2 in the P2./a space group. 
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Young and Elliott (4) report that in chlorapatite the tri-calcium 
triangles are larger and that the chlorine ion is located above the cal-
cium plane nearly half the distance to the next calcium triangle plane* 
In Table 1 the a-axis length of chlorapatite is quite larger than that 
of the hydroxyapatite. The negative ions near the middle of two calcium 
triangle layers would tend to draw them closer together as seen by the 
shorter c-axis length of the chlorapatite with respect to hydroxyapatite. 
The chlorine ion is much larger than the fluorine or hydroxyl ion and 
needs more room., The anion is accommodated by the calcium triangles ex-
tending themselves and the anions shifting into the space between tri-
angles. The progressive shift of axis lengths as different anions are 
placed in the column positions can be seen in Figure 3, Young and 
Elliott (4)e 
The displacement of the chlorine ion from the center of the cal-
cium triangle is very similar to that of hydroxyapatite and in Figure 4, 
Young and Elliott (4), the positions are shown0 The exact location of 
the chlorine ion does not lie in the center but closer to one plane than 
the other. 
Young and Elliott (4) report that very pure synthetic chlorapa-
tite is monoclinic. A phase change occurs below 500°C, and it is sug-
gested that the new phase is hexagonal. Furthermore, the phase change 
appears to be a reversible one. They report that small amounts of im-
putities such as hydroxyl ions and other atoms will stabilize the apatite 
in the hexagonal form. It is further suggested that in all of the natural 
specimens the impurity content is sufficiently large to stabilize the 
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equals one half the a-axis length. The change may be interpreted as 
a transformation of the chlorine ion from an ordered dipole arrangement 
to a statistically disordered arrangement. 
Durango, Mexico Fluorapatite 
Durango Fluorapatite crystals are relatively large, clear yellow-
green crystals, having a well developed morphology* The average size is 
approximately three centimeters long and from one to two centimeters in 
diameter* Incomplete chemical analysis made by Trautz (5) and Baddiel 
and Berry (6) are given in Table 2 along with theoretical fluorapatite 
values* Bhimasenacher (?) reported a density of 3=218 grams per cubic 
centimeter for Durango Fluorapatite., Trautz (5) and Carlstrom (8) made 
determinations of the Durango, Mexico Fluorapatite lattice parameters, 
which are given in Table 3* Larsen and Berman (9) reported the indices 
of refraction for fluorapatite as: the extraordinary ray, 1*630 and the 
ordinary ray, 1*633; and they report the density to be 3*2 grams per cubic 
centimetero 
In Baddiel and Berry's (6) infrared study of a hydroxyapatite and 
the Durango, Mexico Fluorapatite they found the PO ions to appear to 
exist as tetrahedral units with weak bonds with other ions. In general, 
the complete structure appeared very open and of a low packing density* 
Hydroxy-Fluor-Chlor-Apatite Conversion 
Probably the first successful conversion of one form of apatite 
to another was achieved by Schleede, Meppen, and Jorgensen (10), when they 
converted a natural fluorapatite into a hydroxyapatite by heating the 
sample to 1360°C in a steam atmosphere* Later Wallaeys (ll) was able to 
Table 2. A Partial Chemical Analysis of Durango, Mexico 
Fluorapatite 
Ca/P Ca/F -1 
References Ratio* Ratio F%* C0o% S0~ NO_ 
Z. 4 o 
Trautz (5) 1.688 5.883 3*21 0.24 
Baddiel, et al.(6) 1.667 5.05 - 0.1 Nil Nil 
Theoretical 1.666 5.00 3.77 -
__. : __ __ — : _____ 
molar ratio. 
** 
per cent by weight«, 
Table 3. Durango Mexico Fluorapatite Crystal Axis Lengths 
Reference a-axis (Angstroms) c-axis (Angstroms) 
Trautz (5) 9.387 ± o003 6.880 ± .002 
Carlstrom (8) 9.391 ± .001 6.874 + .001 




Theore 9.370 ± .001 6.884 ± .001 
Values from a pure synthetic fluorapatite prepared by Trautz (5). 
Values from synthetic fluorapatite prepared by Carlstrom (8). 
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convert chlorapatite to hydroxyapatite, hydroxyapatite to chlorapatite, 
and hydroxyapatite to fluorapatite0 Conversions to a hydroxyapatite 
were accomplished with a steam atmosphere at about 800°Co Other conver-
sions were accomplished by heating the base apatite with a calcium salt 
of the desired ion to about 800°C. Elliott and Young (12) took single 
crystals of chlorapatite and converted them to hydroxyapatite by heating 
the samples to 1300°C in a steam atmosphere. Breitmoser and Young (13) 
report that an attempt to convert a single crystal of fluorapatite at 
1200°C in a steam atmosphere was not successful. 
It is not unusual to find fossilized bone where there has been a 
conversion of the hydroxyapatite to fluorapatite (4), suggesting that 
fluorine will replace the hydroxyl ion at low temperatures over a long 
time span0 
Theory of Diffusion 
Diffusion processes are functions with many independent param-
eters such as time, temperature, solute concentration, solvent structure, 
and solvent imperfections as well as the intrinsic properties of the sol-
ute and solvent* The development of Fick's laws is given by Barrer (14) 
and Crank (15) with solutions for specific experimental conditions. The 
most useful of Fick's Laws is the second law: 
d ( D ^ ) 
d c / d t = — ^ - (1) 
where: dc/dt = change in concentration with time 
dc/dx = change in concentration in a specific direction 
D = diffusion coefficient. 
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The solution of equation (l) with appropriate boundary conditions gives 
the distribution of solute concentration, c, as a function of penetra-
tion, x, after time, ta The solution of equation (l) allows the diffu-
sion coefficient to be calculated once the concentration distribution is 
known. 
It has been experimentally determined that for small solute con-
centrations, values of the diffusion coefficients, D, may be related by 
a relation of the following form: 
D = D exp(-(E /kT)) 
o a 
(2) 
where D = diffusion coefficient 
D = diffusion constant 
o 
E = activation energy 
k = Boltzmann's constant 
T = absolute temperature. 
Equation (2) may be expressed in a logarithmic form as follows: 
ln(D) = ln(D ) - E /kT, (3) 
The coefficient of diffusion as outlined by Darken (16) is now recognized 
to be a function of concentration as well as other variables* 
Diffusion constant values reported in the literature have a very 
+1 -5 
wide range of values but 10 to 10 covers most materials. Ionic ma-
terials usually have diffusion constants of the 10 magnitude, and for 
self diffusion the values are usually close to one. Barrer (17) has 
tables of constants for self diffusion and for solute ions of several 
12 
salts., Barrer (18) relates the diffusion constant, D , to the entropy of 
activation and he notes that usually the larger the activation energy the 
larger the diffusion constants Barrer states that a smaller diffusion 
constant, D , or a small change in entropy is associated with a small dis-
turbance of the lattice when a solute atom passes into the activated 
state and likewise, a larger diffusion constant or change in entropy is 
associated with a larger disturbance of the lattice. Thus self-diffusion 
constants are usually larger than solute diffusion constants* Barrer 
also stresses the similar functional form of the constant in chemical 
kinetics used to help characterize slow or fast reactions and the associ-
ation with the reaction degrees of freedom* According to Zenner (19) the 
diffusion constants associated with high-diffusion paths such as grain 
boundaries and plastic deformation are significantly smaller than those 
found in a single crystal or a non-deformed material„ Zenner was able to 
relate the diffusion constant to the entropy of activation and the length 
of a diffusion step; a longer diffusion step and/or more avenues of move-
ment would result in a larger diffusion constant value as well as a dif-
fusion step with a larger lattice distortion. 
Activation Energy 
The activation energy, E , is schematically represented in Figure 
a 
5» The rate determining factor in the diffusion process is the activa-
tion energy0 
Diffusion Mechanisms 
Seitz (20) first suggested that there were only three basic dif-
fusion mechanisms, and that all other proposed mechanisms were variations 













DIFFUSION STEP + 
CONFIGURATIONAL COORDINATE 
Figure 5. Activated State. 
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mechanisms Seitz listed were (a) an interstitial mechanism, (b) a vacancy-
mechanism, and (c) an atom-atom interchange. In an interstitial mech-
anism, a solute atom moves through the solvent by occupying successive 
interstitial regions in the solvent Usually the solute atoms are small 
relative to the solvent atoms0 Figure 6 is an example of the interstitial 
mechanism^ Seitz described a case where if an interstitial atom could 
feasibly move a nearest-neighbor atom out of its position and take its 
places the displaced atom may repeat the process so that the defect can 
move through the lattice, Seitz called this process an interstitialcy 
movement and classified the process as a variant of an interstitial mech-
anism. In a vacancy mechanism an atom next to a vacancy will move into 
the open region and a new vacancy is formed at the point where the moving 
atom departed. An example of the vacancy mechanism is shown in Figure 7. 
An atom-atom interchange is the relative movement (rotation) of two atoms 
about a midway point in which the atoms exchange places. Two atoms mov-
ing in this manner would require that near-neighbor atoms displace rela-
tively large distances as is shown in Figure 8 by the two arrowso Seitz 
described a case where several atoms could move about a common axis in a 
ring manner as a modification of a direct interchange mechanism, illus-
trated by the three arrows in Figure 8. 
Another case described by Seitz was when extra atom was found 
crowded into a plane of atoms. This mechanism was considered as a var-
iant of the interstitial mechanism and was termed a crowdion. 
Seitz listed the energies required for self-diffusion in metallic 
copper. These energies are given in Table 4. The energies for a vacancy 
and interstitial formation were found to be about equal, and the energy 
15 
Figure 6. Interstitial Mechanism. 
(Interstitial atom is shaded.) 
Figure 7. Vacancy Mechanism. 
Figure 8. Atom-Atom Interchange. 
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required for an atom-atom interchange was found to be much larger than 
the other mechanisms as expected. 
Table 4. Energies for Self-Diffusion in 
Metallic Copper 
Energy Electron Volts 
Energy for direct interchange 11 
Energy to take atom from surface to interstitial 9.5 
position 
Activation Energy for migration of (approximately) 0.5 
interstitial atom 
Energy to take atom from normal site to surface, 1*8 
thereby forming a vacancy 
Activation energy for motion of vacancy (approxi- 1*0 
mately) 
Shewmon (21) has a more recent summary of diffusion mechanisms in 
which four basic mechanisms are defined; they are (a) ring, (b) intersti-
tial, (c) vacancy, and (d) interstitialcy and crowdion mechanisms. A 
more detailed discussion of Shewmon's four mechanisms follows. 
(a) Ring Mechanisms. A ring mechanism is a simple exchange of two 
nearest-neighbor atoms • In a closed packing arrangement, a two atom ring 
exchange would result in a large distortion of the lattice, thus requir-
ing a great deal of energy. A three atom ring would have less distor-
tion and require less energy. A similar argument follows for a four atom 
ring. The ring mechanism is not known to operate in any metal or alloy 
systems which is relatively close packed. To Shewmon, it seems plausible 
that this mechanism may be found to operate in open lattices. Shewmon 
17 
has apparently expanded the concept of an atom-atom interchange to include 
more than 2 atoms, and he has used the term ring to denote these move-
ments o 
(b and c) Interstitial and Vacancy Mechanismsc Shewmon's concepts 
of the interstitial and the vacancy mechanism are essentially the same as 
that of Seitz and no further discussion is necessary* 
(d) Interstitialcy and Crowdion Mechanisms. In the case where so-
lute jtoms are approaching the size of the matrix atoms and these solute 
atoms are in interstitial positions, interstitial movement as discussed 
earlier is energetically prohibitive. However, if an interstitial atom 
shown in Figure 9 were to move or push its nearest neighbor atom into an 
interstitial position and then occupies the lattice site previously occu-
pied by the displaced atom, the distortion of the matrix is small. This 
movement can occur with relative ease, and is called an interstitialcy 
mechanism. 
For cases where interstitial atoms are the same size as the matrix 
ions, a configuration as shown in Figure 10 can exist, if the lattice is 
open enough to allow the doubling without undue distortion. Low energy 
movement can be accomplished by the pair rotating to extend in another 
direction, or one of the interstitial atoms can displace one of the 
nearest neighbor atoms so that the original structure site forms another 
doubly occupied site* 
Still another interstitial configuration is called the crowdion. 
It has the extra atom placed in a close-packed direction, thus displacing 
several atoms from their equilibrium positions as shown in Figure 11. 
Its distortion is spread out along a line, and it can glide in only one 
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(interstitial atom is shaded) 
Figure 9. Interstitialcy Mechanism With 
Ion Sizes About Equal. 
(interstitial atom is shaded) 
Figure 10. Interstitialcy Mechanism With 
Ion Sizes Equal. 
ooooooo 
(interstitial atom is shaded) 
Figure 11. Crowdion Mechanism. 
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direction; the energy required for movement is quite small. Large atom 
interstitials are not found in close packed structures unless high energy 
working has occurred, i.e., cold working and high energy particle bombard-
ment. 
Shewmon apparently classifies the two special cases defined by 
Seitz, interstitialcy and crowdion processes, as mechanisms rather than 
a variant of the interstitial and atom-atom mechanism. 
Vapor Diffusion Couples 
Each of the three main boundary conditions for which solutions to 
equation (l) are used in diffusion experiments are illustrated in Figure 
12. There are advantages and disadvantages to each set of conditions. 
Wuensch and Vasilos(21) give an adequate discussion of the advantages and 
flaws of each method. Wuensch and Vasilos (22) used a vapor-deposition 
diffusion couple because of the vapor pressure of the solute and because 
of the amount of material needed for adequate solute penetration. The 
solution to equation (l) was: 
C(x,t) = C(l - erf(X(4Dt) 2) (4) 
where C(x,t) = concentration at x distance from the surface 
at time t 
erf - Gaussian error function 
D = diffusion coefficient 
This technique gave excellent results even when there was a buildup of 
the deposited material on the matrix surface. Another unusual aspect 
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for the solute concentration. The results using this instrument com-
pared very well with tracer methods of analysis. 
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CHAPTER III 
INSTRUMENTATION AMD EQUIPMENT 
Equipment 
Molten NaCl Holder 
A refractory box was constructed of a castable refractory mix 
as shown in Figure 13. Harbson-Walker Harcast refractory was used to 
construct the container. It had one inch thick walls and an inter-
chamber one inch wide by three and three quarter inches deep. The 
chamber was divided into two parts, the charging end a;id the treatment 
end. A cover made of similar material was used over both the charging 
and treatment end. The treatment end cover had four holes about one 
quarter of an inch in diameter. The NaCl vapor traveled up through 
these holes and around the samples which were placed over the holes. 
Kilns 
Gas Fired Kiln. For tests conducted at 1100°C and higher, an 
Ibsen model B-L-35 Hinh. Temperature BOY Furnace was used. The kiLn 
used natural gas and a blower. The gas r)i-\(} air were promixed before 
they reached the burner. A two-position valve was used to control the 
amount of air-gas mixture delivered to the burners. Through a recorder 
and an off-on controller the temperature could be brought to a desired 
value and held there by regulating the air-gas valve. 
Electric Kiln. For tests conducted at 900°C and 1000°C an 












section drawing of the kiln, Figure 14, it can be seen that the design 
was simple and straightforward. A Wheelco controller driving a 5.0 
kilowatt saturable core reactor was used to power the kiln. 
Polishing Apparatus 
A sleigh type sample positioner was used to polish a perpendi-
cular face on crystal samples. In Figure 15, the sleigh slid over 
the working surface, while the sample was held with the fingers against 
the sleigh and on top of a strip of polishing paper. Paper with an ad-
hesive backing and of 320 and 600 grit was positioned parallel along the 
working surface. The sleigh was shaped so that a sample could be pol-
ished 0°, 90°, or 45° with respect to the long axis of the working 
surface. The supports were aluminum, the sleigh runners were steel, and 
the remaining portions were brass. 
Instruments 
X-ray Diffraction 
A Norelco diffractometer was used with a copper source for 
x-rays. A nickel filter, a receiving slit of 0.003 inches width, and a 
one degree angular aperture were used with the diffractometer. The de-
tector used was a sealed proportional counter. The source was operated 
at 40kilovolts and 24 milliamps. The pulse height analyzer was set 
such that 90 per Cent of the apparent radiation being diffracted from a 
silicon sample would be registered. 
Electron Microprobe 
An electron microprobe was used to analyze the samples for the 
different elements. The instrument used was an Acton electron micro-
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I, HIGH TEMPERATURE INSULATING FIREBRICK 
2. ALUMINA MUFFLE 5 T 5 X 8 X I 4 I N C H S 
3. ELECTRIC HEATING ELEMENTS 
4. Low TEMPERATURE INSULATING FIREBRICK 
5. ALUMINUM SHEET 3 / 4 I N C H THICK 
6. SUPPORTS 







probe model MS-64 made by Acton Laboratories of Acton, Massachusetts. 
The basic operating principles of an electron probe can be illustrated 
with a schematic diatram such as Figure 16= Electrons were accelerated 
down a column and focused into a narrow beam. For the Acton probe, a 
voltage of 20,000 volts DC was used to accelerate the electrons. The 
manufacturer claims that the electron beam is focused to a diameter less 
than 1.0 micron and more than 0.1 micron; a diameter of 0=6 to 0o8 mi-
crons was considered to be the actual beam diameter by the operator. 
The electrons striking the sample had enough energy to knock 
electrons out of the orbits of the sample atoms. When the electrons re-
turned to their normal positions, x-rays were emitted. The energy or 
wave lengths of these x-rays were unique for each of the elements. By 
examining the emitted x-rays, a determination of what elements and the 
amounts present was made. The x-rays were sampled at a specific angle 
from sample surface; for the Acton probe, this angle was 18°. The sam-
ple x-rays were allowed to strike an analyzing crystal which separated 
the different x-rays according to their wave length. A mica crystal was 
used as the analyzing crystal in an Acton probe. Once the x-rays were 
separated, a detector was used to determine which energy levels of x-rays 
were present. A gas flow proportional counter was used to determine the 
presence of the x-rays. 
The electron gun, sample, analyzing crystal, and detector were in 
an evacuated chamber at about 20 microns of Hg pressure. The vacuum 
helped reduce intensity losses to a minimum. 
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Figure 16. Schematic of an Electron Microprobe. 
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sample and give it a negative charge and cause the electron beam to be-
come unstable, a thin layer of carbon, 100 angstroms thick, was deposited 
on the sample surface to provide a conducting path for the electrons. 
The electron flow, current, from the sample was carefully regulated; it 
was held to 100 nanoamps ± less than 0.1 per cent by a feed back regula-
tor. 
Some of the x-rays that were emitted by the elements of the sam-
ple caused other elements of lower atomic number to emit x-rays, secondary 
radiation. The secondary radiation was found to be emitted in an area of 
about 5 microns in radius around the electron beam striking point. Two 
micrometers with one having a motorized drive was used to move the sample. 
The electron beam was focused manually on the sample surface by the oper-
ator. 
Polarizing Microscope 
A standard mineralogical polarizing microscope and a standard set 
of oils were used to determine index of refraction, birefringence, and 
optic sign of the mineral specimen. 
Mass Spectrometer 
The mass spectrometer used to carry out spectrographs analysis 
was a Bendix Time of Flight Mass Spectrometer with a Knudsen cell sample 
inlet system. The spectrometer ionizes emitted vapor species from a 
sample and accelerates the ions down a path with a large electric po-
tential. The time it takes for an ion to travel the path distance is a 




Preparation of Samples 
Preparation of Powdered Samples 
Several crystals were selected to be gound into a powder. The 
crystals had excellent hexagonal morphology and were completely clear 
to the unaided eye. The grinding was accomplished with a mortar and 
pestle and then screened to pass a 325 mesh screen,, 
Preparation of Single Crystal Wafers 
Crystals, which were of excellent morphology, clear to the un-
aided eye, and were large enough so that a three-eights inch or larger 
diameter wafer could be obtained from them when sectioned, were selected 
for use in the experiments» The crystals may have had some small cracks 
which could not be observed. The selected crystals were mounted on a 
wooden base with jewelers' wax. The crystals were covered with the wax 
so that the cut slices would not be damaged by the saw blade. By using 
the morphology, the c-axis was located and the crystals were positioned 
on the board so that the saw would cut the crystal either parallel or 
perpendicular to the c-axis. 
A diamond saw with water coolent was used to cut the crystals. 
Wafers were cut about 75 thousandths of an inch thick. After slicing, 
the wax was removed with a knife. One of the large area sides of the 
wafer was polished with a 600 grit paper and washed with Ethanol. The 
crystals were then stored until needed. 
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A part of each crystal was saved to be used to determine the 
amount of chlorine occurring in, a wafer naturally., However, a crystal 
piece for four wafers were not saved and chlorine analysis could not be 
madeo The crystal pieces were mounted in a plastic mounting material, 
and polished using a 600 grit paper* 
Treatment of Samples 
Treatment of Powdered Samples 
The powder sample was split, and one part was not subjected to 
any treatment. The second part was heated to 1200°Centrigrade for one 
hour and allowed to cool. The fired powder was lightly ground and passed 
through a 325 mesh screen to break lumps formed due to a slight amount 
of sintering that took place. The fired and natural samples were stored 
in air tight bottles* 
Treatment of Single Crystal Wafers 
Density Measurements. Several of the wafers were used to deter-
mine the density of the material used. The wafers were first weighed in 
air and then suspended in distilled water. 
Diffusion Test. For each test condition, four crystals were 
selected, two cut parallel and two cut perpendicular to the c-axis. Once 
selected, the crystals were assigned an identifying number. 
The samples were then placed over the holes in the molten NaCl 
holder cover with the polished face down against the holder* The holder 
loaded with NaCl and crystals was loaded into the kiln used for the test. 
In Appendix A the test conditions are listed and the kiln used for the 
test is indicated, For the higher temperature runs, molten rods of NaCl 
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about one half of an inch in diameter were used to recharge the NaCl con-
tainer At lower temperatures, the rate of evaporation of the NaCl was 
such that recharging was unnecessary or infrequento The test conducted 
at 1200°Centigrade, was slightly different* In these tests, A1«0 less 
than 44 microns in diameter, was mixed with NaCl to slow down its evapor-
ation. No special order of firing was established or carried out. 
Data Collection From Samples 
Powder Samples 
With each of the powders, an x-ray diffraction pattern was pre-
pared. The peak maximum points were determined and the corresponding 
angular value converted to interplaner distance* Interplaner spacings 
were associated with a particular plane by assigning to the spacing an 
(h,k,l) Miller indices value* A standard card, American Society for 
Testing Materials card number 9=432, for hydroxyapatite was used to 
assign (h,k,l) valueso 
A small portion of the heated and natural sample was used to de-
termine the index of refraction and birefringence of the samples. The 
index of refraction of the powders was compared with those of standard 
oils until a match was obtained. A match was made when the ordinary 
and the extraordinary rays were being viewed. Oils were mixed if the 
sample indices were between two standard oils. 
A small portion of the unheated sample was subjected to a mass 
spectrographs analysiso The sample was heated to about 1430°C in 15 
to 20 minutes in a vacuum, and the vapor species being emitted from the 
sample were detected; the masses of these species and the relative amounts 
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present were recorded* Apparent appearance potentials for the masses 
were not determined. The peak intensity or relative amount for each 
mass detected was recorded at each of the increasing temperature steps* 
Single Crystal Wafers 
Only the weights in air and in water were recorded for the wafers 
in density measurements* 
Once the wafers were removed from the kilns, the area exposed to 
the direct NaCl stream was identified and marked with a graphite coating. 
Then using a knife edge and a heavy object to strike the blade, the cry-
stal was broken across the marked area. A suitable piece was selected 
which included some of the marked area, and a surface was ground parallel 
to the direction of diffusion., The polishing apparatus, Figure 11, was 
used to form the surface* The last polishing step was such that the 
strokes were parallel to the flat face of the wafer. The sample was then 
cleaned with Ethanol* 
The wafer was ready for a probe scan after cleaning. A CI scan 
was made of the crystal0 An area where there was the least amount of dis-
tortion of the edge was probed* If any unusual features appeared on the 
trace, another trace in another area was made* Scans were made for sodium 
in selected crystals* At least one scan for sodium was made for each type 
of crystal cut in a time-temperature treatment combination. 
Counts of the amount of chlorine radiation being emitted from a 
sample were made in areas of the sample not penetrated by the chlorine. 
Counts of a synthetic chlorapatite were made and counts of the background 
were made to enable the analysis of the sample for chlorine to be made. 
Natural Chlorine Content. The amount of chlorine radiation emitted 
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in a given length of time (number of counts) was determined for the cry-
stal pieces using the electron probe. The number of counts for synthetic 
chlorapatite and the background noise was recorded. 
Data Calculations 
Powder Sample Calculations 
Two planes were used to calculate the a-axis length. If the 
interplaner distance for the (100) plane is divided by the cosine of 30 
degrees the resultant value is the a-axis length. The second plane used 
was the (110) plane* If the (110) distance is doubled the resultant is 
the a-axis length,, The c-axis length was calculated using the (002) and 
(004) interplaner distance* If the (002) plane distance is doubled, and 
the (004) distance multiplied by four, the resultant is the c-axis length. 
The birefringence was determined by subtracting the ordinary 
ray's index of refraction from that of the extraordinary. 
Single Crystal Wafer Calculations 
The density of the wafers was found by dividing the difference in 
the weight in air and in water by the weight in air0 
The chlorine probe scans were marked off at every micron unit and 
a listing was made of the count rate and distance from the edge. The list-
ing continued until the count rate values leveled off. On this list the 
count rate values were adjusted to indicate the intensity above the leveled 
value, I , and they were entered in another column. Another column was 
prepared where the adjusted intensity, C, was divided by C , the differ-
ence between the maximum intensity value and the level intensity value. 
A computer program, Appendix B, was used to find the least square fit of 
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equation (4) to the data* In this process the value B was found such 
that J 
1 
B « l/(2(Dt)2) (5) 
where: B = fitted least square constant 
D - diffusion coefficient 
t = timeo 
The activation energy, E , and the diffusion constant, D , were 
a o 
found by fitting a straight line to the plot of ln(D) verse l/T, where 
T = the absolute temperature,, An example of this procedure is given in 
Appendix C. 
The per cent chlorine in the apatite was found by plotting the 
background average count per 20 seconds as 0 per cent chlorine and the 
synthetic chlorapatite average count per 20 seconds as 6.82 per cent 
chlorine on a linearly scaled graph and drawing a straight line between 
these two points. The average count per 20 seconds for each unknown 
point was determined and, by finding the intersection of this count with 
the constructed line, the per cent chlorine was read from the graph. 
Figure 17 is a schematic diagram of the per cent chlorine determination. 
The samples were analyzed in groups of 3 to 6, and a background and syn-





















PER CENT CHLORINE 
Figure 17. Schematic of Per Cent Chlorine Determination. 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
A. Identification of the Duranqo, Mexico 
Apatite Used 
Density 
The density of the apatite was found to be 3.22 ± .01 grams per 
cubic dentimeter. The density reported is the average density of those 
in Table D-l, Appendix D» The density is in agreement with the densi-
ties of 3.2 grams per cubic centimeter for a fluorapatite as reported 
by Larsen and Berman (9) and 3.218 grams per cubic centimeter, as found 
by Bhimasenacher, (7). The Durango Apatite density was significantly 
higher than the densities, Table D-2, Appendix D, of a hydroxyapatite 
and a chlorapatite and appears to be essentially that of a fluorapatite. 
Index of Refraction 
In Table 5 the optical properties are listed. The accuracy of 
the determination was limited as it was difficult to find a particle 
with its optic axis perpendicular or near perpendicular to the micro-
scope stage. In addition to obtain oils with indices of the values de-
rived, mixing of two oils was necessary* Larsen and Berman (18) listed 
the indices for a fluorapatite as 1.630 and 1.633 for the extraordinary 
and ordinary rays respectively. Their values are close to the experi-
mentally determined indices, and the birefringence is within experimental 
error, the same. The indices were about two-thousandths higher for the 
sample than those reported by Larsen and Berman. The indices were 
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significantly lower than the 1.65 to 1.67 range for hydroxy and chlora-
patite as reported by Elliott and Young (12). Indices of refraction 
found for the Durango Apatite are very close to those of a fluorapatite 
and apparently, the Durango, Mexico Apatite used was a fluorapatite with 
possibly some small impurity. 
Table 5. Optical Properties of Durango, 
Mexico Fluorapatite 
A. Indices of Refraction 
N = 1.633 ± o001 e 
N = 1,635 ± .001 
o 
Bo Birefringence - .002 ± .002 
Co Sign - Uniaxial, negative 
D. Strain present in crystals 
Chlorine Content 
The average chlorine concentration, Table D-3 Appendix D, in the 
samples used was 0.53 ± .04 per cent. Other investigators, Table 2, did 
not report chlorine concentration and a comparison was not possible. A 
pure chlorapatite would contain about 6.82 per cent chlorine by weight. 
The samples contained less than one tenth of the amount of chlorine a 
pure chlorapatite would contain. It appears that the samples used in the 
experiment had, on the average, about eight unit cells of chlorapatite 
per hundred fluorapatite unit cells. 
Lattice Parameters 
The lattice parameters found for the Durango Apatite are given 
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in Table 6. These values were calculated from the diffraction spectra 
given in Table D-4, Appendix D. The discrepancy between the two inde-
pendent calculations for the axis lengths appear to be within the error 
range of the equipment. Small deviations, one-hundredths of a degree, 
in fixing the 20 value of (100) plane will generate as much as 0.01 
angstroms error in the a-axis length. Three-hundreths of a degree de-
viation in the (110) plane peak location will generate a 0.01 angstrom 
error. An error of one-hundreths of a degree in the (002) peak location 
will generate a 0.003 angstrom error while an one-hundredth of a degree 
error in the (004) peak location will generate a 0.001 angstrom error. 
The error associated with reading the diffraction pattern was estimated 
at no more than plus or minus two-hundredths of a degree for all of the 
peaks. Machine errors were the alignment of the diffractometer with the 
strip chart recorder and alignment of the diffractometer itself. The 
machine error was considered to be plus or minus one-hundredth of a de-
gree. These errors will most likely cancel themselves out; however, an 
overall error of one and one half hundredths of a degree was used as an 
estimate of the total error for the peaks. 
Table 6. Lattice Parameters of Durango, Mexico 
Fluorapatite 
a-axis Reference Plane c-axis Reference Plane 
(angstrom) for Calculation (angstrom) for Calculation 
9.410 ± .015 100 6.876 ± .005 002 
9.404 ± .005 110 6.884 ± .002 004 
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The a-axis length was found to be slightly longer than that found 
by Trautz (5) and Carlstrom (8) in Table 3. The c-axis length was found 
to be about the same as the values in Table 3. The same can be said for 
the fluorapatite parameters reported in Table 1. The a-axis length is 
not as long as that in Table 1 for hydroxyapatite and chlorapatite. The 
c-axis values of the hydroxyapatite and fluorapatite are about the same, 
and the c-axis value in Table 6 could be classed as belonging to either 
of the two, but not that of chlorapatite. 
A positive identification of the material from a comparison of 
lattice parameters was not possible, however, a fluorapatite identifi-
cation could not be rejectedo The Durango apatite a-axis lengths in 
Table 3 are somewhat larger than values for synthetic fluorapatite, indi-
cating there may be a range of a-axis lengths for the Durango apatite. 
Two possible reasons for the spread in the values may be strain and a 
variable amount of substitution of OH and/or CI for F in the crystals* 
The substitution of OH can not be ruled out because the chemical analy-
sis in Table 2 are incomplete, but there is little to suggest that signi-
ficant amounts of OH are present in the material. Chlorine was found, 
Table D-2, Appendix D, to be an impurity in the apatite. On the other 
hand, some strain, Table 5, was found in the materials Strain could have 
been introduced in the grinding of the samples. 
Mineral Identifcation 
The density, chemical, optical, and lattice parameter measure-
ments strongly indicate that the material was a fluorapatite rather 
than a chlorapatite or a hydroxyapatite. The optical and density mea-
surements best indicated that the material was a fluorapatite. Optical, 
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chemical, and lattice parameter measurements indicated that the crystals 
were strained, and that they contained some chlorine impurity. 
B. Changes in the Buranqo, Mexico Fluorapatite 
Properties on Heating to 1200°C 
Index of Refraction Changes 
The optical properties of the heated specimen are listed in Table 
D-5, Appendix D. The indice for the extraordinary ray did not change, 
but the ordinary ray indice increased to 1.637 ± .001. The birefringence 
increased from 0.002 ± .002 to 0.004 ± .002. No other changes in optical 
properties occurred during the thermal cycle. In all probability, the 
apparent increase in the ordinary indice and birefringence is insignifi-
cant because of the errors associated with the indice measurements. 
Diffraction Spectral Changes 
The diffraction spectra of the heated apatite is given in Table D-6, 
Appendix D. Table 7 is a comparison of the natural and heated apatite 
diffraction spectra,. Intensity changes of plus or minus ten per cent or 
less could possibly be due to machine and particle packing differences. 
Intensity differences of ten or more per cent are apparent shifts of peak 
intensity relative to the (211) peak intensity. The (002) and (112) peaks 
increased significantly in intensity relative to the (211) peak intensity, 
and the (300), (222), and (213) decreased in intensity significantly. The 
significance of the intensity changes was not readily apparent. 
Spacing shifts, Table 7, for the (100) plane and other related 
planes, i.e., (110), (101), etc., were the largest and changes associated 
with the c-axis were small by comparison. The lattice appears to have 
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become more compact, particularly in directions perpendicular to the 
c-axis on heating. The shifting of the atoms on heating may have been 
due to the emission of impurities such as chlorine and possibly carbon, 
and/or the release of strain in the lattice. 
Table 7. Change in Durango, Mexico Fluorapatite 
Diffraction Spectra on Heating to 1200°C 
Plane Change in Change in Plane Change in Change in 
Miller Relative Plane Spacing Miller Relative Plane Spacing 
Indices Intensity in Angstroms Indices Intensity in Angstroms 
100 -1* -0.03** 310 -1 -0.005 
101 -1 -0.020 221 -1 -0.006 
110 _1 -0.018 311 +1 -0.004 
200 +1 -0.012 113 -1 -0.001 
111 -1 -0.009 203 -1 -0.002 
201 -3 -0.003 222 -14 -0.003 
002 +16 -0.003 312 +2 -0.003 
102 +2 -0.006 320 +4 -0.003 
210 +4 -0.006 213 -26 -0.002 
211 0 -0.006 321 -3 -0.003 
112 +15 -0.005 410 0 -0.002 
300 -25 -0.006 402,303 +4 -0.003 
202 -3 -0.002 004,411 +2 -0.001 
301 -3 -0.006 322,223 +1 -0.002 





Natural Minus Heated Intensities 
Natural Minus Heated Spacings 
Lattice Parameter Changes 
Table 8 is a list of the a and c-axis length changes on heating. 
The two values calculated for each axis appear to be within the error 
limits as previously described. The average change for the a-axis was 
a 0.033 angstrom decrease, and for the c-axis the change was, on the 
average, a 0.005 angstrom decrease or about a sixth less than the a-axis 
decrease. 
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Table 8. Durango, Mexico Fluorapatite Lattice 
Parameter Changes on Heating to 1200°C 
a-axis length c-axis length 
(angstroms) (angstroms) 
Before Heating 9.41 
9.404 




Calculated using (100) plane spacing 
Calculated using (110) plane spacing 
Calculated using (002) plane spacing 
Calculated using (004) plane spacing 
These changes suggest that the lattice apparently became more densely 
packed in directions perpendicular to the c-axis and only slightly more 
tightly packed in the direction parallel to the c-axis* The smaller 
lattice parameters agree well with the fluorapatite parameters in Table 1 
and Table 3. 
Possible causes for the apparent axis shorting are the release of 
strain and/or the emission of impurities. If chlorine impurities occupied 
anion positions in the fluorapatite lattice, an expanded a-axis, Figure 3, 
could have been the result. Distortion of the lattice could have occurred 
around the impurities, thereby inducing some strain in the lattice. 
Elliott and Young (12) report chlorine can be removed from an apatite at 













the strain and distortion could have been relieved, and the a-axis 
possibly shortenedo The removal of the chlorine may not have accounted 
for all of the reduction in the a-axis* Other possible impurities such 
as carbon may have been responsible for some of the distortion and ex-
pansion of the a-axis, which on heating would have been removed. Any 
strain induced in the lattice when crystals were ground for x-ray 
studies could have been released on heating,. The most reasonable cause 
for the a-axis length decrease seemed to be a combination of strain re-
lease and impurity emission* The heating of the apatite appeared to re-
move imperfections in the crystals by reducing the amount of impurities 
and by relieving strain* 
Possible Effects of Structure Changes During Heating on Diffusion 
The rearrangement on heating of the apatite structure, an appar-
ent shortening of the a-axis, could have influenced the diffusion rates 
of anions in directions perpendicular to the c-axiSo The c-axis length 
had only a small reduction which likely had little or no effect on the 
diffusion rates of anions parallel to the c-axis° The shortening of the 
a-axis and the release of the strain could have accelerated the anion 
diffusion rates* On the other hand, if the release of strain and the re-
duction of the a-axis was completed before a significant amount of dif-
fusion had taken place, then the results could have been freer from the 
effects of possible imperfections in the crystals* 
C* Mass Spectrographs Analysis of the 
Durango, Mexico Fluorapatite 
Tables of the mass intensities for temperatures up to 1430°C 
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are in Appendix E. Of special interest were the equivalent masses 
of calcium, phospherous, oxygen, fluorine, chlorine, and carbon dioxide, 
since these elements are the components of fluorapatite or known impuri-
ties. 
Masses 40, 31, 19. and 16 
The masses of Ca, P, F, and 0 are 40, 31, 19, and 16 respectively. 
The measured intensities of masses 40, 31, and 19 were less than 0.7 
units. Background was approximately 0.1 units and 0.2 unit was considered 
a definite peak. At these levels of intensities, 0.7 units or less, 
small concentrations of ions with masses of 40, 31, and 19 may be ele-
mental ions or ionized molecules, both organic and inorganic such as CH,, 
2-
mass 16, and O , apparent mass 16. Probably there were Ca, P, and F ions 
released from the sample but the low intensities for the masses, 40, 31, 
and 19, indicates that the amount lost was insignificant. The higher mass 
16 intensities, maximum of 7.0, can probably be assigned to oxygen, but 
the major source of the ion may not be the sample material. There were 
many likely sources of oxygen in the system, such as the residual atmos-
phere, leaks, adsorbed oxygen on the surface of the sample and components 
of the sample inlet system, "out gassing" of contaminates, and the dis-
association of water or other oxygen containing compounds. The major 
source of the mass 16 ion could not be determined, however, the amount of 
oxygen emitted from the sample was likely small since the amount of oxygen 
given off from the dissassociation of water appeared to be very large; an 
examination of the mass 17 and 18 intensities indicated that there were 
apparently large quantities of OH and HQ0 present. 
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Masses 35, 37, and 44 
The mass weights for the chlorine isotopes are 35 and 37 in a 3 
to 1 ratio respectively and the mass weight for carbon dioxide is 440 
Some of these masses should be found in the mass spectra since the sample 
was found to contain about 0o5 per cent chlorine by weight and may have 
contained some carbon dioxide, Table 2o The intensities of masses 35 
and 37 were low, less than CL4, and appeared only at higher temperatures.. 
The low intensities suggested that the amount of mass 35 and 37 present 
was insignificant, and the intensities did not follow the 3 to 1 ratio 
for the chlorine isotopes0 Probably there were some CI ions present, 
however, the amount present appeared to be insignificant» 
The presence of mass 44 in apparently significant amounts; maxi-
mum intensity of 13»0, indicated that the carbon dioxide ion was present, 
however there were many possible sources of the carbon dioxide ion* 
Some of the possible sources of CCL were the sample, "out gassing" of 
contaminates, adsorbed molecules of the surfaces, and decomposition of 
vacuum sealsc Elliott and Young (12) found that carbon dioxide was re-
leased from an apatite at or about 800°C, under normal atmospheric condi-
tions, and at a fast heating rate the emission temperature could appear 
to be higher than equilibrium conditions; this may help explain the appar-
ent higher emission temperatures,, On the other hand a lower emission tem-
perature would be expected in a vacuum than at standard atmospheric condi-
tions o Near 800°C another method of heating the sample was employed 
which may have heated areas other than the sample holder and sample, thus 
activating new sources of CO~o The sample probably did release some CO,., 
and it appears that it was released above 1000°Co 
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Significant Mass Intensities 
Apparent significant mass intensities, more than 0.7, found were 
those of the masses 2, 17, 18, 27, 28, 29, 32, 33, 34, 36, 41, 43, 55, 
64, and 78. Masses 2, 17, 18, and 32 appeared to be HL, OH, HJD, and 0~ 
respectively. Masses 36, 55, and 78 may have been the ions HC1, CaCl_ 
doubly ionized, and CaF« respectively* Mass 28 could have been the ions 
N~, CO, or CaO doubly ionized or a combination of the ions. Masses 27, 
29, 33, 34, 41, 43, and 64 could not be matched with readily suggested 
inorganic moleculeso 
If masses 36 and 55 were considered to be HC1 ions and CaCl^ 
doubly ionized ions respectively, then the loss of chlorine could be 
considered significant, and the chlorine loss would agree in principle 
with the loss in chlorine content as indicated in Table 8= The most 
likely source of any chlorine appeared to be the sample. If mass 78 is 
considered to be the CaF- ion, then a small amount of fluorine may have 
been released from the sample. The most likely source of any fluorine 
was the sample. 
Insignificant Mass Intensities 
Apparent insignificant mass intensities, less than 0.7, found were 
those of the masses 12, 14, 15, 20, 26, 30, 38, 39, 42, 46, 48, 56, 57, 
58, 60, 62, and 70. Masses 12 and 56 appeared to be C and CaO respectively, 
Masses 15, 38, 39, 46, and 57 may have been the ions CH~, HC1, CaF^ 
doubly ionized, NO , and CaCl doubly ionized respectively. Mass 20 may 
have been the ions HF or Ca doubly ionized, mass 30 may have been the 
ions NO or CpH,, and mass 62 may have been the ions P^ or HpCO^. Masses 
26, 42, 48, 58, 60, and 70 could not be matched with readily suggested 
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inorganic moleculeso 
Possible Influence of the Thermal Cycle on the Diffusion of Anions 
The mass spectrometer analysis indicated that the Durango, Mexico 
Fluorapatite lost some chlorine, carbon dioxide, and to a lesser extent 
fluorine on heating to 1430°Co A reduction in the chlorine and carbon 
dioxide content could have increased the orderness of the fluorapatite, 
and, on the other hand, a possible loss of fluorine could have created 
crystalline defects such as vacancies which could aid the diffusion of 
anionso The analysis indicated that significant amounts of Ca, P, or 0, 
(masses 40, 31, and 16) were not released from the sample, in which case 
the basic apatite structure could be considered to be stable and may or 
may not have any effect on the diffusion of anionso 
Do The Amount of Chlorine Released on Heating 
The heated samples which were exposed to a NaCl vapor were ana-
lyzed for chlorine in an area away from any apparent influx of chlorine; 
the chlorine concentrations are listed in Table 9o Most of the samples 
had an apparent decrease in the chlorine concentration, sample 132 was 
an exception with an increase of chlorine contents The general de-
crease in chlorine content confirms the indications of x-ray and optical 
measurements that some chlorine was removed on heating^ The NaCl vapor 
pressure may have inhibited the complete release of chlorine, however 
there appeared to be a significant decrease in the original chlorine 
concentrationo The remaining chlorine in the apatite may possibly have 
affected the anion diffusion rates* 
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Table 9. Sample Chlorine Concentration Before 
and After Heating 
Principle 
Test Direction Treatment 
Conditions of Starting Residual Change 
Temperature Sample Diffusion Concentra- Concentra- in Concentra-
Time Number From c-axis tion tion tion 
(#) (*) (#) 
900OC 116 parallel 0.57 0.25 0.22 
64 hours 117 parallel 0.47 0.24 0.23 
118 perpendicular 0.51 0.19 0.32 
119 perpendicular 0.51 0.17 0.34 
1000°C 124 parallel 0.57 0.16 0.41 
32 hours 125 parallel 0.57 0.19 0.38 
126 perpendicular 0.59 0.19 0.40 
127 perpendicular 0.59 0.17 0.42 
1100°C 132 parallel 0.18 0.23 -0.05 
133 parallel 0.18 0.17 0.01 
134 perpendicular 0.56 0.19 0.35 
135 perpendicular 0.56 0.21 0.35 
1200°C 92 parallel 0.53* 0.19 0.34 
8 hours 93 parallel 0.53* 0.24 0.29 
94 perpendicular 0.53* 0.20 0.33 
95 perpendicular 0.53* 0.23 0.30 
1300°C 112 parallel 0.56 0.33 0.23 
5 hours 113 parallel 0.56 0.30 0.26 
114 perpendicular 0.49 0.36 0.13 
115 perpendicular 0.49 0.36 0.13 
t 
The average value of all samples is used here since no actual values 
are known for this group. 
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Eo Chlorine Penetration on Exposure 
to NaCl Vapor 
The electron probe chlorine intensities were tabulated at one 
and/or two micron intervals and are listed in Tables F-l through F-20, 
Appendix Fo Several scans had to be made on sample 119 before any chlo-
rine penetration was detected, and the penetration detected was much 
greater than the other samples which were given the same treatmento 
Most likely the absence of detected chlorine penetration was due to a 
slight rounding of the sample's leading edge and a short penetration 
(less than 5 microns) of chlorine0 Apparently the operator focused the 
electron beam on the higher flat surface of the sample and then moved 
from the sample holder onto the sample0 The diffracting x-rays from the 
rounded edge may have not been aligned with the detector and therefore 
could not be observed0 The excessive penetration observed in sample 119 
was probably a special case where there was a small amount of general 
chlorine diffusion at a unique point, a crack or other defect* Samples 
112, 113, 114, 115 were not polished parallel to the direction of diffu-
sion as the other samples, because the samples broke into small frag-
ments while coolingo Sample 112 and 113 broke parallel to the direction 
of diffusion and sample 114 and 115 broke only generally parallel to the 
direction of diffusion- The broken surfaces for samples 114 and 115 
were slightly conchoidal, 115 much more than 114, and this unevenness 
could have caused sample 115°s apparent penetration to be much greater 
than what actually had taken place since the sample was in effect ex. 
amined at some angle other than parallel to the direction of diffusion* 
No difficulties were experienced with the other sampleso 
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F0 Sodium Diffusion on Exposure 
to NaCl Vapor 
The sodium electron probe scans, Appendix G, indicated a slight 
amount of possible sodium diffusiono The amount of sodium diffusion was 
compared to that of chlorine in Table 10, and found to be small to ex-
tremely small relative to the amount of chlorine diffusiono It appeared 
that such a small amount of possible sodium diffusion would have had 
little or no effect on the chlorine diffusion rates and that the sodium 
effect can be considered negligible,. 
Table 10o Sodium Diffusion Compared to Chlorine 
Diffusion 
Diffusion 
Direction Amount of Diffusion 
Sample Temperature Relative to Relative to 
Number Time The c-axis Chlorine 
117 900°C parallel very small 
118 64 hours perpendicular very small 
124 1000°C parallel small 
126 32 hours perpendicular very small 
133 1100°C parallel small 
134 12 hours perpendicular small 
93 1200°C parallel very small 
94 8 hours perpendicular small 
112 1300°C parallel extremely small 
115 5 hours perpendicular extremely small 
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G. Fitting the Mathematical Model to the 
Chlorine Penetration Data 
In Tables F-l through F-20, Appendix F, the chlorine penetration 
distances versus the chlorine intensities, the relative intensities, the 
calculated intensities, and the differences in the calculated and rela-
tive intensities are listed. The procedure outlined in Appendix B was 
used to fit a mathematical model to the relative chlorine intensities 
and the standard error was calculated for each sample. Table 11 is a 
summary of the calculated standard errors. Several samples, 127, 93, 94, 
95 had low error values which indicated that the mathematical model 
closely represented the data and diffusion process. The largest stan-
dard error was .183, sample 116, and was caused by the large fluctua-
tions in the probe intensities* 
Table 11, Standard Error for Fitted Curves 
Sample Standard Sample Standard Sample Standard 
Number Error Number Error Number Error 
116 .183 127 .044 94 .040 
117 .125 132 .121 95 .044 
118 .111 133 .082 112 .142 
119 .104 134 .120 113 .091 
124 .082 135 .102 114 .093 
125 .094 92 .062 115 .130 
126 .128 93 .044 
Some of the factors which may have caused the intensities to fluctuate 
were the smoothness of the surface (rough ridges block x-rays from 
reaching the detector), background electronic noise, changes in the 
electron beam spot size, changes in the vacuum in the sample chamber 
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(higher pressures reduce x-ray intensities), and secondary radiationc 
The apparent intensities may have been boosted by secondary radiation 
which would, in effect, extend the penetration at the leading edges and 
would increase the lack of fito Standard errors of less than o10, dO 
to .13, and more than 013 were considered to be excellent, good, and fair 
fits respectively between the mathematical model and the datao In gen-
eral, the standard errors in Table 11 indicate that the mathematical 
model used was the correct one0 
Ho Diffusion Coefficients 
Table 12 is a list of the diffusion coefficients calculated from 
the fitted equations and Figure 18 is a plot of the coefficients against 
the inverse absolute temperatureo The diffusion coefficients of the 
samples 115 and 119 were larger than the other samples in the same 
class, 112 to 115 and 116 to 119 respectively0 Sample 115 was elimi-
nated from any further consideration because apparently the surface ex-
amined was not parallel to the direction of diffusion, and sample 119 
was eliminated from consideration because the recorded penetration prob-
ably occurred under special conditionsu The difference in the diffusion 
coefficients of samples tested under identical conditions, Table 12, 
could have been due to the probed surface being less than parallel to 
the direction of diffusion, a slight difference in the crystal chemical 
content and structure, and different degrees of probe beam intensity 
fluctuationso For the other samples no readily apparent assignable 
causes could be found for the differences in the diffusion coefficients*, 
Also, no correlation could be found between the residual chlorine content, 
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Table 12. Diffusion Coefficients 
Diffusion 
Direction 
Sample Relative to Diffu sion 
Number Temperature Time c-axis Coeff icient 
116 900°C 64 hours Parallel 4o81 . 
-13 
10 
117 1.14 • 10 J 
124 1000°C 32 hours Parallel 2.55 a 10-12 
125 2.15 - 10-12 
132 1100°C 12 hours Parallel 1.69 . 10-12 
133 3.19 • ID"12 
92 1200°C 8 hours Parallel 4.93 - ID-" 
93 1.81 • lo-n 
112 1300°C 5 hours Parallel 4022 o lo-u 
113 6.17 • lo-u 
118 900°C 64 hours Perpendicular 1.02 . 10-13 
119 9.89 «• 10-13 
126 1000°C 32 hours Perpendicular 7.61 . ID"13 
127 8.18 • 10-14 
134 1100°C 12 hours Perpendicular 1.31 o lO-l2 
135 4.65 • ID"
13 
93 1200°C 8 hours Perpendicular 2.38 o lO-l
2 
94 2.16 • 10-12 
114 1300°C 5 hours Perpendicular 6.56 u lO-l
2 
115 6.23 * 10"11 
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Figure 18. Log(D) vs l / T . 
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Table 11, and the diffusion coefficients,, 
Io Activation Energy 
In Figure 18 the spread of the diffusion coefficient values for 
the diffusion perpendicular to the c-axis in the lower temperature range 
suggested that there may be two linear relationships present; a larger 
slope relationship in the high temperature range and a smaller slope 
relationship in the lower temperature range. Strain and impurities may 
have aided the anion movement in the lower temperature test which could 
have been responsible for such a change in the slope on reaching the higher 
temperature teste However, a spread in the coefficient values caused by 
random errors could have increased the possibility of having an apparent 
multi-linear relationship when none actually existedo While a break in 
the slope of the plot of log (D) versus l/T for diffusion perpendicular 
to the c-axis could have possibly existed, it appeared that the scatter 
of the data points made it difficult to justify any change in slope and 
that a single straight line was the best fit for the data° Also, it 
appeared that the data points for diffusion parallel to the c-axis followed 
a single linear relationship. 
In Table 13 the apparent activation energy for the diffusion 
parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis is given with the associated 
95 per cent confidence limits. The two values are not significantly 
different, however, some small difference should exist since structural 
and bonding arrangements are different in each of the directions, parallel 
and perpendicular to the c-axis* It appeared that the activation ener-
gies calculated were in the range of energies found for vacancy mechanisms, 
$7 
Table 4, and the chlorine anions could have diffused by means of the 
vacancy mechanisnu 
Table 13- Activation Energy 
Direction of Diffusion Activation Energy 
parallel to the c-axis 2*1 ± 06 electron volts 
perpendicular to the c-axis 1.7 ± »8 electron volts 
Jo Diffusion Constants 
The calculated diffusion constants are given in Table 14 with the 
approximate 95 per cent confidence limits* Figure 18 indicated that 
there was an apparent difference in the diffusion constants since the 
diffusion constant may be structure sensitive.. The diffusion constant 
values were small as compared to the ideal value, Zenner (19), of 0o001 
to 10 cm /sees, this was particulary true for the constant for diffusion 
perpendicular to the c-axis* Probably the smaller diffusion constant 
was the result of short circuit diffusion paths, Zenner (19), and it was 
possible that the lower temperature measurements could have been influ-
enced by the strain and impurities being released,. The diffusion down 
the c-axis appeared to be much less influenced by possible short circuit 
diffusion paths as the associated diffusion constant was close to 0o001 
2 / 
cm /seco There appeared to be no correlation between the residual chlo-
rine content in the samples, Table 9, and the diffusion constant. 
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Table 14. Diffusion Constants 
Direction of Diffusion Diffusion Constant,D 
parallel to the c-axis 
perpendicular to the c-axis 
3.22 • 10 V« cm /sec, 
2.07 • 10~6±4 cm2/sec<> 
K. Diffusion Paths for Anions 
Diffusion Down the Calcium Triangular Columns 
Several possible diffusion paths and mechanisms for the anions, 
0H~, F~, and Cl"~, were examined» The first path was the diffusion 
of anions down the calcium triangular columns at the corner of the unit 
cello Since the calcium columns were parallel to the c-axis, diffusion 
of anions in a single crystal would be expected to be highly anisotropic. 
OH and F anions with smaller ionic radius could have moved through a 
calcium triangle with less distortion of the lattice than CI . The F 
anion would most likely have had the least distortion of the lattice be-
cause of its smaller size. The strength of the bonds between an anion 
and the neighboring calcium was most likely the rate determining factor 
for the diffusion of these anions, since these bonds had to be broken and 
remade during a diffusion step. Possibly, fluorine had the strongest 
bonds with the calcium triangles since it has a more electronegative 
character than chlorine and hydroxyl anions. Breitmoser and Young (14) 
reported that fluorine could not be removed from an apatite under con-
ditions which enabled them to remove chlorine and hydroxyl anions from 
an apatite. If the diffusion path of the anions were down the calcium 
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triangular columns, the results of Breitmoser and Young could suggest 
that the fluorine anions had a higher bond energy than either chlorine 
or hydroxyl anions, and that the bonding energies of the chlorine and 
hydroxyl anions were about the sameo 
One likely method by which the anions could have moved down the cal-
cium columns was the vacancy mechanismo Another possibility was a crowdion 
type of mechanism, where an extra anion was found in the calcium triangu-
lar column. The extra anion could have pushed its next like atom in the 
column out of its position and have occuppied that position*, The displaced 
atom would have became an interstitial atom thus ending one cycle of the 
crowdion mechanismo The likelihood of finding extra anions in the calcium 
columns was difficult to access* The amount of vacancies present in a heated 
sample could have been significant at high temperatures. Normally, it is 
expected that the amount of anion vacancies present would increase with 
2 
temperatureo The release of an impurity, such as CO , or F could have been 
responsible for the appearance of new anion vacancies. The experimentally 
determined activation energy of 2.1 ± .6 e.v. for diffusion down the cal-
cium columns was in the range of energies found for a vacancy mechanism 
as shown in Table 4, and appeared to be significantly higher than the ap-
proximate 0.5 e.v. reported by Seitz (21) for a crowdion mechanism. It ap-
peared that the most likely diffusion mechanism that could have operated to 
allow anions to move along the calcium triangular columns was a vacancy 
mechanism. 
Diffusion in Non-Column Directions 
A close examination of Figure 1 indicated that there were 
some relatively open regions through the apatite structure which were 
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not parallel to the c-axis. The passages could have allowed a diffusing 
anion to move in directions other than in the calcium columns. The smaller 
OH"" and F~ anions moving in these paths would have distorted the apatite 
lattice less than the larger CI anion, but bonding energies were expected 
to be the rate determining factor as to which anion moved the easier* 
Another factor which favored the non-column anion movement was the pre-
3-
sence of discrete PO tetrahedra and an apparent open structure as re-
ported by Baddiel and Berry (6). 
Atoms could have possibly moved through the non-column paths by a 
vacancy, a two-atom ring, or an interstitialcy mechanism. Vacancies in 
3-the P04 tetrahedra could have enabled the diffusing anions to move into 
unfilled oxygen positions along the non-column paths* There were probably 
enough vacancies present to make this a strong possibility as the main 
mechanisms In a two-atom ring mechanism, two atoms, a diffusing anion and 
an oxygen, interchanging places in the relatively open spaces of the non-
column paths could have allowed the diffusing anion to move in non-column 
directions. This mechanism would have required more energy than the va-
cancy mechanism and the interstitialcy mechanism, and it appeared that this 
mechanism was the least likely mechanism in terms of energy requirements* 
The energy required for an interstitialcy mechanism was probably less than 
the two-atom ring mechanism and more than the vacancy mechanism,, In an 
interstitialcy mechanism* a diffusing anion could have displaced an 
oxygen, forcing the displaced oxygen into interstitial regions.. Another 
oxygen could have displaced the diffusing anion, thus forcing the anion 
into the interstitial region of the non-column paths, and ending one cycle 
of the mechanism* 
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The experimentally determined activation energy of 1„7 ± <,$ e.v. 
for diffusion perpendicular to the c-axis was in the range of energies 
found for vacancy mechanisms in Table 40 The 1„7 ± c8 e0v0 may or may 
not have been in the range of energies for an interstitialcy mechanism*, 
The crystals had an apparent loss of some CO , Table E-4, Appendix E, 
which could have been a source of vacancies.. It appeared that the most 
likely mechanism by which the chlorine anions could have diffused in 
the non-column directions was a vacancy mechanisms However, the inter-
stitialcy mechanism was not eliminated as a possible mechanisnu 
Calcium Column Blocking by Fluorine 
The activation energies for diffusion in both directions, per-
pendicular and parallel to the c-axis, were found to be about the same 
which suggested that the fluorine anions were blocking the movement of 
the chlorine down the calcium columnsc If the chlorine movement down 
the calcium columns was blocked by fluorine, the energy barrier of the 
blocking fluorine in the calcium column could have been equal to the 
barrier of non-column directions, or relatively slow moving fluorine ions 
could have limited the rate at which the faster moving chlorine anions 
could have traveled down the calcium columns such that the apparent col-
umn energy barrier was equal to the non-column energy barrier* It ap-
peared that the fluorine did have some mobility since some fluorine was 
found to be emitted in the mass spectrographic analysis*. Probably there 
was some blocking of the chlorine movement in the calcium columns by fluo*-
rine, and the most likely chlorine movement process appeared to be a 




CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
1. For small concentrations, the order of magnitude for the 
diffusion coefficient of chlorine through Durango, Mexico Fluorapatite 
can apparently be experimentally determined by using the electron probe 
scan and fitting a model mathematical equation to it. 
2. The equation for the coefficient of diffusion of chlorine 
through the Durango, Mexico Fluorapatite in the direction parallel to 
the c-axis was determined to be: 
D = 3.22 • 10"4 exp(-2.l/kT) 
3. The equation for the coefficient of diffusion of chlorine 
through the Durango, Mexico Fluorapatite in the direction perpendicular 
to the c-axis was determined to be: 
D = 2.07 • 10"6 exp(-l,7/kT) 
4. The activation energy calculated from experimental data on 
diffusion of chlorine through the Durango, Mexico Fluorapatite in the 
direction parallel to the c-axis was 2.1 ± .6 electron volts, and in 
the direction perpendicular to the c-axis was 1.7 ± .8 electron volts. 
5. It appears that the most likely basic mechanism for diffusion 
of chlorine through the Durango, Mexico Fluorapatite was of the atom-
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vacancy interchange type. 
6. In all probability the relatively small diffusion constant, 
2.07 • 10 cm /sec, was the result of short circuit diffusion paths 
present in the direction perpendicular to the c-axis. 
7. The apparent insignificant difference between the activation 
energies in the parallel and perpendicular directions to the c-axis 
suggest that the fluorine may be limiting the movement of chlorine down 
the clacium triangles parallel to the c-axis. 
Recommendations 
It is recommended that diffusion data for fluorine, hydroxyl, and 
chlorine anions in hydroxy and chlorapatite be obtained as it would help 




CRYSTAL WAFER TEST CONDITIONS 
Table A-l* Time-Temperature-Kiln Conditions 
Temperature Time of Test 
Degrees Centigrade in Hours Kiln Used 
900 64 Electric 
1000 32 Electric 
1100 12 Gas 
1200 8 Gas 
1300 b Gas 
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APPENDIX B 
LEAST SQUARE FIT PROGRAM 
The Program's Function 
The program took the data points and attempted to fit a curve in 
the form of equation (4) to the data0 The fitted curve was the best 
equation (4) estimate of the data<> The estimate was found by adjusting 
a constant which reduces the sum of squares to zero or a minimum* The 
constant is given by 
Constant = (4Dt) 2 
where D = diffusion coefficient 
and t = elapsed time* 
(B-l) 
Once the best estimate was obtained, the constant value was solved 
for the value D, since all other quantities were known. 
Mathematical Development of the Estimate 
Mathematical Model 
The mathematical model used was 
f(X,B) = C/CQ = 1 - erf((X)(B)) (B-2) 
where X = penetration distance 
and B is an estimate of (4Dt) 
Equation (B-2) can be derived from equation (4) by a substitu-
tion and a rearrangement of terms where X was the independent variable, 
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f(X,B) was the dependent variable, and B was the estimated constant. 
Error Function (erf(Z)) 
An approximation of the error function was used in the program. 
The approximation used was: 





5)(e-z2) + E(Z) 
where ^ = 0.254829592 
c2 =-0.284496736 
c = 1.421413741 
c4 =-1.453152027 
cK = 1.061405429 5 
p = 1/(1 + (0.3275911(Z)) 
E(Z) = ± 1.5 ° 10~7 
Sum of Squares 
The generated value, f(X.,B), was subtracted from the actual value, 
Y. and the difference squared. The sum of the squared differences was 
a measure of how well the generated value agreed with the actual value. 
The smaller the value of the sum, the better the agreement or fit. The 
sum, "sum of squares," is usually denoted by SS, and the equation for the 
calculation of the sum of squares wass 
i~n 
SS « ][ (Yi - f U ^ B ) )
2 . (B-4) 
i-1 
If a perfect fit exists between generated function and the data, the sum 
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of squares will equal zero. 
Standard Error 
The standard error is a measure of the lack of fit between the 
data and the fitted function. The standard error is given by the equa-
tion: 
Standard Error - (SS/Number of data points - l) . (B-5) 
The smaller the standard error value, the better fit or agreement of the 
calculated value with the actual value. 
Search Technique 
The best B value was found by examining the SS response surface 
in small steps. The B constant was allowed to take on a range of values 
near an estimated best B value in small increments, and the SS calculated 
for each point. The value of B associated with the least SS value was 
selected as the best estimater of the true value of B, and was used to 
calculate the diffusion coefficient. 
Program Outline 
The general sequence of events was as follows: 
1. The SS was calculated at 0.00002 steps over a 0.08 range of B. 
2. The SS calculated at each step was compared to a reserve sum 
of squares, RSS, to see if the newly calculated value was 
less than the RSS, if so then RSS takes on the numerical value 
of SS. 
3. The SS value was then stored in a two dimensional array and 
the value of B increased. The process was repeated until 
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the complete range of possible B values was covered. 
4S After the range of the B values was covered, each SS value 
generated was evaluated to determine if it was equal to the 
final RSS value. 
5. If an SS value was found equal to the final RSS value then 
the constant B associated with the SS was printed, the actual 
and calculated independent variables and the difference be-
tween the two were printed. The standard error and diffusion 
coefficient were calculated and printed. 
6. When all of the array values were examined, RSS was assigned 
a large value and the data for the next calculation was 
accepted. The entire process was then repeated until all 
data sets had been evaluated. 
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APPENDIX C 
CALCULATION OF E AND D 
a o 
Calculation Method 
The activation energy, E , and the diffusion constant, D , 
a o 
were found by obtaining a least square fit for the linear equation, 
equation (3), 
ln(D) = -E /kT + ln(D ), (Ol) 
a o 
by letting C1 and CQ be constants, X be an independent variable, and 
Y be a dependent variable such that 
C, = ln(D ) 
1 o 
C2 = -Ea/kT 
X = l/T 





on substituting C,, C?, X, and Y in equation (C-l) 
Y = C + C2X, (C-6) 
Estimates of the constants C, and C-, c! and C~ respectively, were found 
such that 
C^ = (Sum of Y°s)/N - C^CSum of X°s)/N (C-7) 
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C2 = 
(Sum of XV s) - (Sumof X'sHSumof Y's) 
( S u m o f X 2 - s ) - (Sumof X - s ) 2 
N 
(C-8) 
where N - number of data points. 
Equations (G-5) and C-6) are the normal equations for the linear equa-
tion, equation (C-5), and were used to calculate the best least square 
estimate of the data; the estimating equation is 
Y° * C + C X, 
1 2 
(C-9) 
The residual, R, was the error or the difference between the actual value, 
Y, less the calculated value, Y°. 
The standard errors for the estimators C. and C0 are 





c p (SRS/N)2 





SoE, = standard error of C, or CL 
SRS = sum of the squared residuals 
SXS = sum of X2,s. 
SSX = the square of the sum of X's 
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N = number of data points. 
The confidence limits of c! and C° were found such that: 
limits of C9 = C ± (S.E.)(t OR ) 
.95,v 
(C-12) 
where: C = estimators C or C~ 
S.E* = standard error of C° or C° 
t ^ = the number of standard deviations for 
.95,v 
a student-t distribution with N-2 degrees 
of freedom at 95 per cent probability. 
Numerical Example 
For the diffusion parallel to the c-axis, the following data was 
used to calculate E and D : 
a o 
N = 9; 
Sum of Y's 
N = -26.11591 ln(cm/sec); 
Sum °J X°S = (Y^HO-V1; 
.-1 Sum of XY's = 0.193766 K ln(cm /sec.) 
S u m °f X >S = (5.4228)10-V2; 
(Sum of X)(Sum of Y) mooio i/-l i / 2/ ^ 
-* "i - .192318 K ln(cm /sec.) 
N 
The estimates of C and CL were found using equations (C-7) and 
(0-8) 
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C = U2 
-.193766 + .192318 





C^ =-26.11591 - (-2.45423)(10 )(0.7364)(10""3) 
=-8.04296 ln(cm2/sec.) 
E was found using equation (C-3). 
-E /K = (-2.45423 
a' 
E = (2.45423)10 
4 
,-16 12 d (1.36 • 10~1D erg/K)(l.6 • 10-1^ erg/ev) 
=2.1 ev 
D was found using equation (C-2). 
ln(D ) =-8.04296 ln(cm2/sec.) 
l o g *̂V = ~2°30246 = ~ 3 ° 4 9 3 1 4 s 6.50686 - 10 log(cm 2 / sec) 
D = 3.22 • 10~4 cm2/sec. 
o ' 
The estimating equation was found using equation (G-9). 
Y' = -8.04296 - (2.45423)X 
The sum of residuals squared divided by N-2 was found to be .55714. 
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The standard errors were found using equations (G-10) and (Oil). 
1 1 
c P ((5.4818)l0~6)2(.55714)2 17.45 - 1Q4 
1 ~ 1 "" -4 
1 , ± 7.68 • 10 * 
((54.818 - 54.228)10°) 
S.E. = 2.28 ln(cm /sec) 
-1 
S.E, a
 (.55714) = 7.465 • 10' 
2 ((54.818- 54.22)105 2.43 • 10"4 
S.E. = 3.07 • 103 • K"1 
B . _ o 
The confidence limits for C, and C9 were found using equation 
(C-12) 
*.95,8 = 2 - 3 ° 6 
limits of Cj = -8.04296 ± (2.306)(2.28) 
= -8.04296 ± 5.25 
limits of C^ = (-2.45423)104 ± (2.306)(3.07 • 103) 
= (-2.45423)104 ± 7.05 • 103 
The confidence limits of E were found using equation (C-3) 
limits of E = 2.1 ± (7.05)10' 
a (1.36 • 10"16)(1.6 • 10~12) 
= 2.1 ± .6 ev 
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The approximate confidence limits for D were found using equation 
(0-2) 
l imits of D * ln~1(-8o04296 ± 5.25) o 
-1 = log (-3.49314 ± 2.28) 
= log - 1 ( -5 .77) to log" 1 ( -2 s 2l ) 
= (1.7)10~6 to (6.2)10~3 
/ N -4±2 2/ 
== approximately (3.22)10 cm / sec 
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APPENDIX D 
DENSITY, OPTICAL, CHEMICAL, AND X-RAY DATA 
76 
Table D-l. Densities of Several Durango, 

























Table D-2. Densities of Some Apatites 
Apatite Density 
Holly Springs Hydroxyapatite 3.11 gr./c.c 
Synthetic Chlorapatite 3.09 gr./c.c 
Table D-3. Chlorine Content of the Durango, 
Mexico Fluorapatite Samples 

















Table D-4. Durango, Mexico Fluorapatite 
X-Ray Diffraction Spectra 
Spacing of Planes in Angstroms Relative Plane Miller Indices 
Intensity 
8.15 11 100 
5.265 7 101 
4.702 7 110 
4.069 9 200 
3.884 9 111 
3.500 7 201 
3.438 44 002 
3.168 15 102 
3.075 17 210 
2.807 100 211 
2.777 35 112 
2.712 65 300 
2.626 30 202 
2.525 9 301 
2.293 7 212 
2.258 24 310 
2.225 7 221 
2.145 7 311 
2.062 7 113 
1.998 7 203 
1.940 33 222 
1.887 13 312 
1.866 4 320 
1.839 61 213 
1.801 20 321 
1.775 13 410 
1.751 13 402,303 
1.721 13 004,411 
1.641 9 322,223 
1.608 4 313 
1.584 4 301,204 
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Table D-5. Index of Refraction For Durango, 
Mexico Fluorapatite Heated to 
1200°C 
Indices of Refraction Birefringence Sign 
N = 1.633 ± .001 -.004 ± .002 Uniaxial, negative 
N = 1.637 ± .001 
o 
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Table D-6. Durango, Mexico Fluorapatite Heated 
to 1200°C, X-Ray Diffraction Spectra 
Relative 
Spacing of Planes in Angstroms Intensity Plane Miller Indices 
8*12 10 100 
5*245 6 101 
4.684 6 110 
4.057 10 200 
3.875 8 111 
3,497 4 201 
3.435 60 002 
3.162 17 102 
3.069 21 210 
2*801 100 211 
2.772 50 112 
2.706 40 300 
2.624 27 202 
2.519 6 301 
2.289 8 212 
2.253 23 310 
2.210 6 221 
2.141 8 311 
2.061 6 113 
1.997 6 203 
1.937 19 222 
1.884 15 312 
1.863 8 320 
1.837 35 213 
1.798 17 321 
1.773 13 410 
1.749 17 402,303 
1.720 15 004,411 
1.639 10 322,223 
1.607 6 313 
1.583 4 501, 204 
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APPENDIX E 
MASS SPECTROMETER ANALYSIS OF THE DURANGO, 
MEXICO FLUORAPATITE DATA 
Table E-lo Mass Intensities 
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Temperature C° 12 
Masses 





















_ - - =_ 0.2 1.2 8 
0o6 - 0.2 0.2 0.6 9 28 
1.1 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.6 10 33 
loO 0.2 0.2 0.2 1.0 12 40 
lo2 0.3 0.3 0.4 1.1 16 54 
1.8 0.3 0.3 0.6 2.0 27 103 
2.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 7 52 166 
2c5 0.4 0.4 0.6 7 51 156 
1.6 0.4 0.4 0.4 2.6 31 105 
1.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.9 22 75 
1.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 lo8 20 71 
1.2 0.4 0.2 0.3 1.8 20 72 
1.1 0.4 0.3 0.3 1.6 19 67 
1.0 0.4 0.2 0.2 1.4 16 60 
1.1 0.4 0.3 0.2 1.2 15 51 
1.4 0.5 0.3 0.4 1.4 12 40 
1.2 0.5 0.4 0.4 1.5 13 46 
2.3 0.5 0.4 0.4 1.8 15 56 
4.3 0.6 0.6 0.6 2o4 20 71 
6.1 0.8 0.6 0.6 2.6 20 72 
Table E-2. Mass Intensities 
Temperature C° 19 20 26 
Masses 





















- - - 0.2 0.8 0.2 -
- - 0.2 0.4 7 0.4 0.2 
- ^ 0.3 0.6 20 1.0 0.4 
- - 0.2 0.7 14 0.8 0.3 
0.2 0.2 0.4 1.0 21 1.0 0.2 
0.2 0.2 0.4 1.0 24 1.3 0.4 
0.4 0.4 0.4 1.2 20 1.4 0.4 
0.4 0.4 0.4 1.0 22 1.2 0.3 
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.8 23 1.0 0.4 
0.2 0.2 0.3 0.7 20 0.8 0.2 
- 0.2 0.2 0.7 29 0.8 0.2 
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.6 20 0.8 0.3 
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.6 18 0.8 0.2 
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.6 20 0.8 0.2 
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.6 17 0.8 0.2 
„ 0.2 0.6 0.9 23 0.9 0.4 
0.2 0.3 0.6 0.8 21 1.0 0.2 
0.2 0.3 0.6 1.0 20 l.i 0.4 
0.3 0.4 0.9 1.3 27 1.6 0.6 
0.2 0.7 0.8 1.2 31 1.2 0.5 
Table E-3. Mass Intensities 
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Temperature C° 31 32 33 
Masses 








































































































































































































































Table E-5. Mass Intensities 
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Temperature C° 45 46 48 
Masses 








































- 0 . 4 0 . 3 0 . 2 -
- 0 . 8 0 . 4 0 . 4 -
- 0 . 8 0 . 6 0 . 4 -
- 0 . 9 0 . 6 0 . 3 -
- 0 . 8 0 . 6 0 . 4 0 . 2 
- 0 . 8 0 . 7 0 . 5 0 . 2 
- 0 . 6 0 . 6 0 . 4 0 . 2 
- 0 , 8 0 . 6 0 . 4 -
- 0 . 7 0 . 4 0 . 4 -
- 0 . 4 0 . 4 0 . 4 -
- 0 . 6 0 . 4 0 . 3 -
- 0 . 6 0 . 5 0 . 4 -
- 0 . 6 0 . 4 0 . 2 -
- 0 . 4 0 . 3 0 . 2 -
- 0 . 6 0 . 4 0 . 4 -
0 . 6 0 . 5 0 . 5 0 . 4 -
0 . 6 0 . 6 0 . 4 0 . 4 -
0 . 5 1 .0 0 . 8 0 . 4 0 . 4 
- 0 . 8 0 . 5 0 . 4 -
Table E-6. Mass Intensities 
Temperature C° 60 62 
Masses 





















— - — - 0 . 3 
_ _ _ 0 . 3 0 . 4 
- - - 0 . 6 -
- ~ - 0 . 3 1.1 
_ _ _ 0 . 2 1 .2 
- - - 0 . 2 0 . 8 
- - - - 0 . 8 
- - - - 0 . 7 
- - - - 0 . 6 
- - - - 0 . 6 
-. - - - 0 . 5 
- - - - 0 . 4 
- - - - 0 . 5 
0 . 2 - 1 .2 - 0 . 5 
0 . 2 - 1.0 - 0 . 6 
- 0 . 8 1 .0 0 . 2 1 .0 
0 . 2 0 . 8 0 . 4 0 . 4 0 . 8 
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APPENDIX F 
TABULATION OF ELECTRON PROBE ANALYSIS 
OF CHLORINE PENETRATION INTO THE DURANGO, MEXICO 
FLUORAPATITE AND FITTED EQUATION CALCULATIONS 
85 
Table F-l. Sample Number 116 Chlorine Probe Intensities 
Compared With Calculated Values 
Distance Intensity Adjusted Relative Calculated 
From Edge I Intensities Intensities Relative Difference 
in Microns Counts/sec I-I = C C/l - I Intensities (RI - CRl) 
o m o  
3 2700=1 2100 1.0000 1.0000 .0000 
4 1900 m 1300 .6190 .8318 -.2128 
5 1250 650 .3095 .6710 -.3615 
6 1150 550 .2619 .5240 -.2621 
7 1050 450 .2143 .3956 -.1813 
8 1500 900 .4286 .2883 .1403 
9 1500 900 .4286 .2026 .2260 
10 1300 700 .3333 .1371 .1962 
11 1200 600 .2857 .0893 .1964 
12 850 250 .1190 .0559 .0631 
13 750 150 .0714 .0337 .0377 
14 700 100 .0476 .0195 .0281 
15 800 200 .0952 .0108 .0843 
16 600=1 0 .0000 .0058 -.0058 
Table F-2. Sample Number 119 Chlorine Probe Intensities 
Compared With Calculated Values 
Distance Intensity Adjusted Relative Calculated 
From Edge I Intensities Intensities Relative Difference 
in Microns Counts/sec I-I = C c/l - I Intensities (RI - CRI) 1 g m o 
6 1850=1 1250 1.0000 1.0000 .0000 
7 1500 m 900 .7200 .8823 -.1623 
8 1500 900 .7200 .7671 -.0471 
9 1250 650 .5200 .6568 -.1368 
10 1400 800 .6400 .5536 .0864 
11 1250 650 .5200 .4590 .0610 
12 1200 600 .4800 .3742 .1058 
13 850 250 .2000 .2999 -.0999 
14 1100 400 .3200 .2361 .0839 
15 900 300 .2400 .1826 .0574 
16 600=1 0 .0000 .1386 -.1386 
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Table F-3. Sample Number 117 Chlorine Probe Intensities 
Compared With Calculated Values 
Distance Intensity Adjusted Relative Calculated 
From Edge I Intensities Intensities Relative Difference 
In Microns Counts/sec I-I = C 
0 
C/l - I 
' m 0 
Intensities (RI - CRI) 
4 1850=1 1350 1.0000 1.0000 .0000 
5 1300 ^ 800 .5926 .6631 -.0705 
6 900 400 .2926 .3837 -.0874 
7 800 300 .2222 .1913 .0309 
8 750 250 .1852 .0815 .1037 
10 840 340 .2519 .0089 .2429 
12 900 400 .2936 .0005 .2931 
14 500 0 .0000 .0000 .0000 
16 650 150 .1111 .0000 .1111 
18 600 100 .0741 .0000 .0741 
20 600 100 .0741 .0000 .0741 
22 650 150 .1111 .0000 .1111 
24 900 400 .2963 .0000 .2963 
26 600 100 .0741 .0000 .0741 
28 650 150 .1111 .0000 .1111 
30 650 150 .1111 .0000 .1111 
32 670 170 .1259 .0000 .1259 
34 660 160 .1185 .0000 .1185 
36 530 30 .0222 .0000 .0222 
38 510 10 .0074 .0000 .0074 
40 380 -120 -.0889 .0000 -.0889 
42 490 -10 -.0074 .0000 -.0074 
44 540 40 .0296 .0000 .0296 
46 500=1 
0 
0 .0000 .0000 .0000 
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Table F-4. Sample Number 
Compared With 
Distance Intensity Adjusted 
From Edge I Intensities 
in Microns Counts/sec I-I = C 
1 2000=1 1400 
2 1550 m 950 
3 1150 550 
4 700 100 
5 590 -10 
6 800 200 
7 900 300 
8 1000 400 
9 900 300 
10 690 90 
11 500 -100 
12 510 -90 
13 700 100 
14 600 0 
15 550 -50 
16 500 -100 
17 520 -80 
18 520 -80 
19 780 180 
20 520 -80 
21 770 170 
22 520 -80 
23 600=1 0 
118 Chlorine Probe Intensities 
Calculated Values 
Relative Calculated 
Intensities Relative Difference 
C/l - I Intensities (RI - CRI) 
' m o 
1.0000 1.0000 .0000 
.6786 .6444 .0342 
.3928 .3559 .0369 
.0714 .1661 -.0947 
-.0071 .0648 -.0719 
.1429 .0210 .1219 
.2143 .0056 .2087 
.2858 .0012 .2846 
.2143 .0002 .2141 
.0643 .0000 .0642 
-.0714 .0000 -.0714 
-.0643 .0000 -.0643 
.0714 .0000 .0714 
0 .0000 .0000 
-.0357 .0000 -.0357 
-.0714 .0000 -.0714 
-.0471 .0000 -.0571 
-.0571 .0000 -.0571 
.1286 .0000 .1286 
-.0571 .0000 -.0571 
.1214 .0000 .1214 
-.0571 .0000 -.0571 
.0000 .0000 .0000 
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Table F-5. Sample Number 124 Chlorine Probe Intensities 
Compared With Calculated Values 
Distance Intensity Adjusted Relative Calculated 
From Edge I Intensities Intensities Relative Difference 
in Microns Counts/sec I-I = C 
0 
C/l - I 
' m 0 
Intensities (RI - CRI) 
2 1900=1 1450 1.0000 1.0000 .0000 
3 1700 ^ 1250 .8625 .8961 -.0336 
4 1550 1100 .7586 .7940 -.0354 
5 1550 1100 .7586 .6953 .0633 
6 1400 950 .6552 .6015 .0537 
7 1100 650 .4483 .5139 -.0656 
8 1300 850 .5862 .4334 .1528 
9 1150 700 .4828 .3608 .1220 
10 850 400 .2759 .2963 -.0204 
11 500 50 .0345 .2400 -.2055 
12 550 100 .0690 .1917 -.1227 
13 590 140 .0966 .1510 -.0544 
14 620 170 .1172 .1172 .0000 
15 660 210 .1448 .0896 .0552 
16 485 35 .0241 .0676 -.0435 
17 520 70 .0483 .0502 -.0019 
18 590 140 .0966 .0367 .0599 
19 800 350 .2414 .0265 .2149 
20 510 60 .0414 .0188 .0226 
21 510 60 ,0414 .0131 .0283 
22 450 0 .0000 .0090 -.0090 
23 510 60 .0414 .0061 .0353 
24 440 -10 -.0069 .0041 -.0010 
25 445 -5 .0035 .0027 -.0062 
26 440 -10 -.0069 .0017 -.0086 
27 400=1 
0 
0 .0000 .0011 -.0011 
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Table F-6. Sample Number 126 Chlorine Probe Intensities 
Compared With Calculated Values 
Distance Intensity Adjusted Relative Calculated 
From Edge I Intensities Intensities Relative Difference 
in Microns Counts/sec I-I = C c/l - I Intensities (RI - CRl) ' o ' m o 
2 2950=1 2400 1.0000 1.0000 .0000 
3 2300 m 1750 .7292 .8112 -.0820 
4 2900 2350 .9792 .6329 .3463 
5 2400 1850 .7708 .4737 .2971 
6 1000 450 .1875 .3394 -.1519 
7 550 0 0 .2324 -.2324 
8 600 50 .0208 .1519 -.1311 
9 800 250 .1042 .0946 .0096 
10 520 -30 -.0125 .0560 -.0685 
11 720 170 .0708 .0316 .0392 
12 720 170 .0708 .0169 .0539 
13 620 70 .0292 .0086 .0206 
14 550 0 0 .0042 -.0042 
15 650 100 .0417 .0019 .0398 
16 700 150 .0625 .0008 .0617 
17 560 10 .0042 .0003 .0039 
18 560 10 .0042 .0001 .0041 
19 500 -50 -.0208 .0000 -.0285 
20 530 -20 -.0083 .0000 -.0083 
21 620 70 .0292 .0000 .0292 
22 550=1 0 .0000 .0000 .0000 
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Table F-7o Sample Number 133 Chlorine Probe Intensities 
Compared With Calculated Values 
Distance Intensity Adjusted Relative Calculated 
From Edge I Intensities Intensities Relative Difference 
in Microns Counts/sec I-I = C 
0 
C/l - I 
' m 0 
Intensities (RI - CRI) 
4 2750=1 2150 1.0000 1.0000 .0000 
5 2400 ^ 1800 .8372 .8489 -.0117 
6 2200 1600 .7442 .7031 .041 
7 1600 1000 .4651 .5675 -.1024 
8 2000 1400 .6512 .4459 .2053 
9 1400 800 o3721 .3406 .0315 
10 750 150 .0698 .2528 —.1836 
11 800 200 .0930 .1822 -.0892 
12 1000 400 .1860 .1274 .0586 
13 950 350 .1628 .0863 .0765 
14 660 0 .0000 .0567 -.0567 
15 700 100 .0465 .0360 .0105 
16 750 150 ,0698 .0222 .0476 
17 600 0 .0000 .0132 -.0132 
18 750 150 .0698 .0076 .0622 
19 700 100 .0465 .0043 .0422 
20 750 150 .0698 .0023 .0675 
21 750 150 .0698 .0012 .0686 
22 500 -100 -.0465 .0006 -.0471 
23 600=1 
0 
0 .0000 .0003 -.0003 
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Table F-8. Sample Number 134 Chlorine Probe Intensities 
Compared With Calculated Values 
Distance Intensity Adjusted Relative Calculated 
From Edge I Intensities Intensities Relative Difference 
in Microns Counts/sec I-I = C c/l - I Intensities (RI - CRl) 
1 1400=1 800 1.0000 1.0000 .0000 
2 1200 m 600 .7500 .7666 -.0166 
3 1100 500 .6250 .5527 .0723 
4 830 230 .2875 .3732 -.0857 
5 800 200 .2500 .2351 .0149 
6 700 100 .1250 .1378 -.0128 
7 650 50 .0625 .0749 -.0124 
8 550 -50 -.0625 .0377 -.1002 
9 750 150 .1875 .0176 .1699 
10 700 100 .1250 .0075 .1175 
11 800 200 .2500 .0030 .2470 
12 750 150 .1875 .0011 .1864 
13 750 150 .1875 .0004 .1871 
14 650 50 .0625 .0001 .0624 
15 600=1 0 .0000 .0000 .0000 
0 
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Table F-9. Sample Number 
Compared With 
Distance Intensity Adjusted 
From Edge I Intensities 
in Microns Counts/sec I-I = C 
5 3050=1 2500 
6 2800 m 2250 
7 2600 2050 
8 2400 1950 
9 2350 1800 
10 2150 1600 
11 1650 1100 
12 1560 950 
13 850 300 
14 800 250 
15 780 230 
16 480 -70 
17 560 10 
18 700 150 
19 630 80 
20 550=1 0 
Table F-10. Sample Number 
Compared With 
Distance Intensity Adjusted 
From Edge I Intensities 
in Microns Counts/sec I-I = C 
' o 
2150=1 1850 






125 Chlorine Probe Intensities 
Calculated Values 
Relative Calculated 
Intensities Relative Difference 
C/l - I Intensities (RI - CRl) 
' m o 
1.0000 1.0000 .0000 
.9000 .8870 .0130 
.8200 .7762 .0438 
.7800 .6698 .1102 
.7200 .5695 .1504 
.6400 .4772 .1628 
.4400 .3940 .0463 
.3800 .3197 .0603 
.1200 .2554 -.1354 
.1000 .2008 -.1008 
.0920 .1552 -.0632 
-.0280 .1179 -.1459 
.0040 .0880 -.0840 
.0600 .0646 -.0056 
.0320 .0466 -.0146 
.0000 .0330 -.0330 
135 Chlorine Probe Intensities 
Calculated Values 
Relative Calculated 
Intensities Relative Difference 
C/l - I Intensities (RI- CRI) 
1.0000 1.0000 .0000 
.8108 .6179 .1929 
.1622 .3185 -.1563 
.1622 .1346 .0276 
.0270 .0460 -.0190 
.0270 .0126 .0144 
. 0000 .0028 -. 0028 
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Table F-11. Sample Number 127 Chlorine Probe Intensities 
Compared With Calculated Values 
Distance Intensity Adjusted Relative Calculated 
From Edge I Intensities Intensities Relative Difference 
in Microns Counts/sec I-I = C C/l - I Intensities (RI - CRl) 
3 2700=1 2150 1.0000 1.0000 .0000 
4 1650 m 1100 .5116 .4663 .0453 
5 750 200 o0930 .1451 -.0521 
6 600 50 .0233 .0288 -.0055 
7 650 100 .0465 .0036 .0429 
8 650 100 .0465 .0003 .0462 
9 690 140 .0651 .0000 .0651 
10 620 170 .0791 .0000 .0791 
11 410 -110 -.0512 .0000 -.0512 
12 485 -65 -.0302 .0000 -.0302 
13 700 150 .-698 .0000 .0698 
14 600 50 .0233 .0000 .0233 
15 480 -70 -.0326 .0000 -.0326 
16 550 0 .0000 .0000 .0000 
17 570 20 .0093 .0000 .0093 
18 550=1 0 .0000 .0000 .0000 
0 
Table F-12. Sample Number 94 Chlorine Intensities Compared 
With Calculated Values 
Distance Intensity Adjusted Relative Calculated 
From Edge I Intensities Intensities Relative Difference 
in Microns Counts/sec I-I = C C/l - I Intensities (RI - CRl) ' o ' m o 
2 2600=1 2000 1.0000 1.0000 .0000 
3 2300 m 1700 .8500 .7871 .0629 
4 1900 1300 .6500 .5892 .0608 
5 1400 800 .4000 .4179 -.0179 
6 1200 600 .3000 .2801 .0199 
7 900 300 .1500 .1770 -.0270 
8 750 150 .0750 .1052 -.0302 
9 600=1 0 .0000 .0000 .0000 
o 
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Table F-13. Sample Number 92 Chlorine Probe Intensities 
Compared With Calculated Values 
Distance Intensity Adjusted Relative Calculated 
From Edae I Intensities Intensities Relative 7*"er£2$? 
From fcage A _ C/l - I Intensities (RI - CRI) 
in Microns Counts/sec I-I - 0 <-/1 J-0 
5 2500=1 2100 1.0000 1.0000 .0000 
6 2450 m 2050 .9762 .9527 .0235 
7 2200 1800 .8571 .9055 -.0484 
8 2250 1850 .8810 .8587 .0229 
9 2100 1700 .8095 .8124 -.0288 
10 2350 1950 .9286 .7667 .1619 
11 1700 1300 .6190 .7218 -.1028 
12 2100 1700 .8095 .6779 .1316 
13 1600 1200 .5714 .6350 -.0636 
14 1800 1400 .6667 .5933 .0734 
15 1900 1500 .7143 .5529 .1614 
16 1600 1200 .5714 .5139 .0575 
17 1400 1000 .4762 .4764 -.0002 
18 1300 900 .4286 .4405 -.0119 
19 1300 900 .4286 .4061 .0225 
20 1300 900 .4286 .3734 .0552 
21 1300 900 .4286 .3424 .0862 
22 1100 700 .3333 .3131 .0202 
23 1000 600 .2857 .2755 .0002 
24 850 450 .2143 .2595 -.0452 
25 800 400 .1905 .2353 -.0448 
26 700 300 .1429 .2127 -.0698 
27 780 380 .1810 .1917 -.0107 
28 650 250 .1190 .1723 -.0533 
29 650 250 .1190 .1544 -.0354 
30 570 170 .0810 .1379 -.05^9 
31 600 200 .0952 .1229 -.0277 
32 570 170 .0810 .1091 -.0281 
33 570 170 .0810 .0966 -.0156 
34 500 100 .0476 .0853 -.0377 
35 500 100 .0476 .0750 -.0274 
36 450 50 .0238 .0658 -.0420 
37 400 0 .0000 .0576 -.0576 
38 430 30 .0143 .0502 -.0359 
39 500 100 .0476 .0436 -.0040 
40 400=1 0 .0000 .0378 -.0378 
o 
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Table F-14. Sample Number 93 Chlorine Probe Intensities 
Compared With Calculated Values 
Distance Intensity Adjusted Relative Calculated 
From Edge I Intensities Intensities Relative Difference 
in Microns Counts/sec I-I = C C/l - I Intensities (RI - CRl) 
' o m o 
5 3125=1 2775 1.0000 1.0000 .0000 
6 2750 m 2500 .9009 .9219 -.0210 
7 2500 2150 .7748 .8445 -.0697 
8 3350 1900 .6847 .7686 -.0839 
9 2100 1750 .6306 .6949 -.0643 
10 2150 1800 .6486 .6239 .0247 
11 1850 1500 .5405 .5563 -.0158 
12 1750 1400 .5045 .4924 .0121 
13 1625 1275 .4595 .4328 .0267 
14 1375 1025 .3694 .3775 -.0081 
15 1375 1025 .3694 .3268 .0426 
16 1125 775 .2793 .2807 -.0014 
17 875 525 .1892 .2393 -.0501 
18 1000 650 .2342 .2024 .0318 
19 1000 650 .2342 .1698 .0644 
20 700 350 .1261 .1413 -.0152 
21 625 272 .0990 .1167 -.0177 
22 625 275 .0990 .0955 .0035 
23 575 225 .0811 .0775 .0036 
24 500 150 .0541 .0624 -.0083 
25 250 -100 -.0360 .0499 -.0859 
26 625 275 .0990 .0395 .0595 
27 375 25 .0090 .0310 -.0220 
28 750 400 .1441 .0241 .0120 
29 350 0 .0000 .0186 -.0186 
30 475 125 .0450 .0142 .0308 
31 450 100 .0360 .0108 .0252 
32 355 5 .0018 .0081 -.0063 
33 375 25 .0090 .0060 .0030 
34 350=1. 0 .0000 .0045 -.0045 
0 
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Table F-15. Sample Number 132 Chlorine Probe Intensities 
Compared With Calculated Values 
Distance Intensity Adjusted Relative Calculated 
From Edge I Intensities Intensities Relative Difference 
in Microns Counts/sec I-I = C C/l - I Intensities (RI - CRl) 
o m o 
6 2200=1 1850 1.0000 1.0000 .0000 
7 1250 m 900 .4865 .7938 -.3073 
8 1100 750 .4054 .6011 -.1957 
9 1400 1050 .5676 .4376 .1347 
10 850 500 .2703 .2957 -.0254 
11 850 500 .2703 .1912 .0791 
12 700 350 .1892 .1168 .0724 
13 600 250 .1351 .0673 .0678 
14 400 50 .0270 .0365 -.0095 
15 450 100 .0541 .0186 .0355 
16 450 100 .0541 .0089 .0452 
17 250 -100 -.0541 .0040 -.0581 
18 350=1 0 .0000 .0017 -.0017 
Table F-16. Sample Number 95 Chlorine Probe Intensities 
Compared With Calculated Values 
Distance Intensity Adjusted Relative Calculated 
From Edge I Intensities Intensities Relative Difference 
in Microns Counts/sec I-I = C c/l - I intensities (RI - CRl) 
o m o 
5 3200=1 2600 1,0000 1.0000 .0000 
6 2600 m 2000 .7692 .7770 -.0078 
7 2000 1400 .5385 .5710 -.0325 
8 1700 1100 .4231 .3954 .0277 
9 1275 675 .2596 .2571 .0025 
10 1000 400 .1538 .1566 -.0028 
11 600 0 .0000 .0892 -.0892 
12 1000 400 .1538 .0474 .1064 
13 700 100 ,0385 .0234 .0151 
14 750 150 .0577 .0107 .0469 
15 620 20 .0077 .0046 .0031 
16 620 20 .0077 .0018 .0059 
17 600=1 0 .0000 .0005 -.0005 
o 
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Table F-17. Sample Number 112 Chlorine Probe Intensities 
Compared With Calculated Values 
Distance Intensity Adjusted Relative *[%[£* Difference 
From Edge I Intensities Intensities Kelative^ ^ ^ 
in Microns Counts/sec I-l0 - <- w
A
m o 
4 2650=1 2200 1.0000 1.0000 .0000 
5 2250 m 1800 .8182 .9353 -.1171 
6 2250 1800 .8182 .8711 -.0529 
7 1600 1150 .5227 .8077 -.2850 
8 1400 950 .4318 .7456 -.3138 
9 1350 900 .4091 .6850 -.2759 
10 1300 850 .3864 .6265 -.2401 
11 1250 800 .3636 .5701 -.2065 
12 1250 800 .3636 .5164 -.1528 
13 1200 750 .3409 .4653 -.1244 
14 1250 800 .3636 .4173 -.0536 
15 1250 800 .3636 .3722 -.0086 
16 1150 700 .3183 .3303 -.0121 
17 1200 750 .3409 .2916 .0493 
18 750 300 .1364 .2561 -.1197 
19 1100 650 .2955 .2237 .0718 
20 1400 950 .4318 .1943 .2375 
21 1550 1100 .5000 .1679 .3321 
22 1350 900 .4091 .1442 .2649 
23 900 450 .2045 .1233 .0812 
24 650 200 .0909 .1047 -.0138 
25 600 150 .0682 .0885 -.0203 
26 800 350 .1591 .0743 .0848 
27 1000 550 .2500 .0621 .1879 
28 900 450 .2045 .0516 .1529 
29 800 350 .1591 .0426 .1165 
30 600 150 .0682 .0349 .0333 
31 550 100 .0455 .0285 .0170 
32 650 200 .0909 .0213 .0678 
33 700 250 .1136 .0186 .0950 
34 450 0 .0000 .0150 -.0150 
35 600 150 .0682 .0119 .0563 
36 500 50 .0227 .0094 .0133 
37 600 150 .0682 .0074 .0608 
38 550 100 .0455 .0058 .0397 
39 450 0 .0000 .0045 -.0045 
40 400 -50 -.0227 .0035 -.0262 
41 500 50 .0227 .0027 .0200 
42 400 -50 -.0227 .0021 -.0248 




From Edge I 
in Micron Counts/sec 
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Table F-19. Sample Number 114 Chlorine Probe Intensities 
Compared With Calculated Values 
Distance Intensity Adjusted Relative Calculated 
From Edqe I Intensities Intensities Relative Difference 
from cage x C/l - I Intensities (RI - CRIj 
in Micron Counts/sec I-IQ - C W J-m J-0 
8 3800=1 3200 1.0000 1.0000 .0000 
9 3700 3100 .9688 .8373 .1315 
10 2900 2300 .7188 .6813 .0375 
11 2700 2100 .6563 .5379 .1184 
12 1800 1200 .3750 .4115 -.0365 
13 1700 1100 .3438 .3046 .0392 
14 800 200 .0625 .2180 -.1555 
15 700 100 .0313 .1507 -.1194 
16 575 -25 -.0078 .1005 -.1083 
17 800 200 .0625 .0646 -.0021 
18 1000 400 .1250 .0401 .0849 
19 1250 650 .2031 .0239 .1792 
20 1100 500 .1563 .0137 .1426 
21 1200 600 .1875 .0076 .1799 
22 1100 500 .1563 .0040 .1523 
23 1100 500 .1563 .0021 .1542 
24 650 50 .0156 .0010 .0146 
25 550 -50 -.0156 .0005 -.0161 
26 500 -100 -.0313 .0002 -.0315 
27 600 0 .0000 .0001 -.0001 
28 775 175 .0547 .0000 .0547 
29 700 100 .0313 .0000 .0313 
30 750 150 .0469 .0000 .0469 
31 700 100 .0313 .0000 .0310 
32 625 25 .0078 .0000 .0078 
33 700 100 .0313 .0000 .0313 
34 575 -25 -.0078 .0000 -.0078 
35 600=I_ 0 .0000 .0000 .0000 
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Table F-20. Sample Number 115 Chlorine Probe Intensities 
Compared With Calculated Values 
Distance Intensity Adjusted Relative Calculated 
From Edge I Intensities Intensities Relative Difference 
in Microns Counts/sec I-1 = C C/l - I Intensities (RI - CRI) 
o m o 
0 4500=1 3800 1.0000 1.0000 .0000 
1 4000 m 3300 .8684 .9468 -.0784 
2 3600 2900 .7631 .8940 -.1307 
3 3300 2600 .6842 .8413 -.1571 
4 3900 3200 .8421 .7895 .0526 
5 3600 2900 .7631 .7386 .0245 
6 2800 2100 .5526 .6888 -.1362 
7 2700 2000 .5263 .6403 -.1140 
8 2500 1800 .4737 .5933 -.1196 
9 2300 1600 .4210 .5480 -.1270 
10 2400 1700 .4474 .5044 -.0570 
11 2500 1800 .4737 .4628 .0109 
12 2700 2000 .5263 .4231 .1032 
13 2100 1400 ' .3684 .3855 -.0171 
14 2300 1600 .4210 .3500 .0710 
15 3000 2300 .6052 .3167 .2885 
16 3100 2400 .6316 .2855 .3461 
17 2300 1600 .4210 .2565 .1645 
18 2100 1400 .3684 .2296 .1388 
19 1900 1200 .3158 .2047 .1111 
20 1150 450 .0658 .1819 -.1161 
21 700 0 .0000 .1610 -.1610 
22 700 0 .0000 .1420 -.1420 
23 800 100 .0263 .1247 -.0984 
24 1000 300 .0789 .1092 -.0303 
25 750 50 .0132 .0952 -.0820 
26 850 150 .0395 .0826 -.0431 
27 650 -50 -.0132 .0715 -.0849 
28 700 0 .0000 .0616 -.0616 
29 750 50 .0132 .0529 -.0397 
30 700=1 0 .0000 .0452 -.0452 
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APPENDIX G 
TABULATION OF ELECTRON PROBE ANALYSIS 
OF SODIUM PENETRATION INTO THE DURANGO, MEXICO FLUORAPATITE 
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Table G-2. Sample Number 118 Sodium Probe Intensities 
Distance Distance 
From Edge Intensities From Edge Intensities 
in Microns Counts/sec in Microns Counts/sec 
0 300 4 100 
1 200 5 80 
2 200 6 20 
3 50 7 15 


































































































Table G-7. Sample Number 93 Sodium Probe Intensities 
Distance Distance 
From Edge Intensities From Edge Intensities 
in Microns Counts/sec in Microns Counts/sec 
0 750 5 600 
1 650 6 350 
2 750 7 300 
3 450 8 200 
4 450 
Table G-8. Sample Number 94 Sodium Probe Intensities 
Distance Distance 
From Edge Intensities From Edge Intensities 
in Microns Counts/sec in Microns Counts/sec 
0 1000 6 500 
1 750 7 450 
2 600 8 550 
3 700 9 400 
4 650 10 300 
5 700 11 300 
Table G-9. Sample Number 112 Sodium Probe Intensities 
Distance Distance 
From Edge Intensities From Edge Intensities 
in Microns Counts/sec in Microns Counts/sec 
0 800 5 500 
1 400 6 500 
2 400 7 450 
3 500 8 300 
4 350 9 350 
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Table G-10. Sample Number 115 Sodium Probe Intensities 
Distance Distance 
From Edge Intensities From Edge Intensities 
in Microns Counts/sec in Microns Counts/sec 
0 1500 5 800 
1 750 6 650 
2 650 7 650 
3 900 8 650 
4 900 9 500 
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